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ABSTRACT 

This thesis discusses an Early Modern art history topic on European Jesuits’ artistic 

activities in late Ming Dynasty China. By considering methodologies in translation and 

localization brought by scholars across the world, the author provides three case studies of 

images to explain why the missionaries did not meet their initial goal of converting Ming 

China. In this thesis, the author argues for the dynamism, but ultimate failure, of Matteo 

Ricci and Nicolas Trigault’s strategies of cultural translation, which met numerous 

obstacles, took on a life of their own and were thereby mistranslated or untranslatable, or 

were met with disapproval by both the Chinese and the Roman authority at a later time. 
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 1 
INTRODUCTION 

 

 What do we think about when we talk about the concept and the practice of 

“translation”?  In 1582, the Jesuit priest Matteo Ricci (6 October 1552 - 11 May 1610) 

arrived in Macau, then a Portuguese trade post and colony located in the south end of 

China. Under the instruction of Alessandro Valignano (1539-1606) and Michele Ruggieri 

(1543-1607), Matteo Ricci became the face of the Chinese mission. The first dominant 

challenge that a Jesuit missionary would encounter in the Far East was a lack of 

understanding the local language. However, looking at the scope of Ricci’s long career 

and conversion efforts in China demonstrates to us that the language barrier was actually 

his most manageable problem to solve, because “translation” was not limited to 

languages; rather, translation entailed a broader cultural enterprise and practice that 

included material and visual culture, as well. Prior to having an existing Chinese bible, 

Ricci and his followers expanded their mission to include the translation of European 

Christian images as a key tool for trying to convert Chinese peoples to Catholicism.1 

Ricci and the Jesuits understood images as providing a universal language for 

understanding, edification, and emotional connection going back to Pope Gregory the 

Great’s (590-604) famous dictum in defense of religious images. The content and styles 

of these images were, in turn, adapted by people in China with the assistance and agency 

of Ricci and the Jesuits themselves.  

 
1 The first Holy-See approved Chinese Bible for Chinese Catholics, the 
 Chinese Union Version 中文和合本, was not published until 1919, over three hundred years after Ricci's 
arrival.  
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 Though all of Ricci and the Jesuits’ efforts at producing cultural translations were 

trailblazing, it is my contention that they ultimately did not meet the Jesuits’ initial goal 

of converting the nation. In short, I argue for the dynamism, but ultimate failure, of 

Ricci’s strategies of cultural translation, which met numerous obstacles, took on a life of 

their own and were thereby mistranslated or untranslatable, or were met with disapproval 

by the congregation and the Pope himself at a later time.2 After all, China today is not a 

predominantly Christianized country, nor was it in any period of its history. In 

subsequent generations of missionaries following in Ricci’s wake, we can hardly find a 

missionary who was outstanding for his achievements in spreading the gospel. Over the 

ensuing decades, most missionaries active later in the Qing court shifted their primary 

duty from being gospel-carriers to serving as representatives of Western curiosties 

themselves, demonstrating their proficiency in using linear perspective and advancing the 

use of the Gregorian Calendar. This failure, I maintain, highlights the importance and 

necessity of studying Ricci; due to his wondrous and tireless genius, we see information 

crossing the physical boundaries of territories and countries, as well as religious and 

philosophical divides, that created a bridge, fragile yet growing, between Europe and 

China. As we are at a new age of rethinking the dynamic between the West and the East, 

as a pioneer himself, Matteo Ricci’s method of studying China and communicating with 

China could potentially offer us an inspiration of how globalization can play its role in 

 
2 The congregation here stands for the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith, and Pope 
Clement XI (1704) and Benedict XIV (1742) both sided in opposing the acceptance of Chinese ancestral 
rites. George H. Dunne, however, argued that some decrees were never sent to China. George H. Dunne, 
“What Happened to the Chinese Liturgy?,” The Catholic Historical Review 47, no. 1 (1961): 1-14, 
especially 5. 
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today’s art history field, and the ensuing images I shall examine hold a key to better 

understanding.  

 In the following paper, I shall offer three case studies which will analyze different 

modes and fates of cultural translations during the Jesuits’ activities in seventeenth-

century China. First, I shall examine the reception and use of the translated version of 

Jerome Nadal’s Evangelicae historiae imagine (Antwerp, 1593) in the Song Nian Zhu 

Gui Cheng 诵念珠规程, an example of localizing Christian art and literature for the 

Chinese audiences. In the second case study I shall look at the ink-cake design album 

Cheng Shi Mo Yuan 程氏墨苑, published in Anhui, China during the Wanli Period (万历

, 1575-1620) of the Ming Dynasty by a Chinese ink-cake producer, with some surprising 

Christian prints provided by Matteo Ricci. In this case, we can see how localization takes 

on a different form, where Chinese translators maintained the sense of foreignness within 

the original imagery in order to enhance the spiritual experience of the original Christian 

material. Last, I shall shift focus to a drawing by Peter Paul Rubens from 1617 of Nicolas 

Trigault (1577-1628) at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Trigault was a Flemish 

missionary and a colleague of Matteo Ricci. His portrait demonstrates the Jesuit practice 

of ‘dressing local’ as a way to tackle later controversies surrounding Jesuit identity in 

China, an issue propelled by the fact that many Jesuits embraced Confucianism in late 

Ming society. Through each of these case studies, I aim to show how both sides, the 

Chinese and the European, maintained their agendas when translating, negotiating, or 

implementing the Jesuit localization strategies that had been initiated by Valignano and 

Ruggieri and practiced by Matteo Ricci in China. My goal is not only to establish how 

vital these “translated” works—Nadal’s images, Christianized designs for ink cakes, and 
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Rubens’s drawing—were in expanding the Jesuit mission, without the aid of a Chinese 

Bible, but also how despite these ambitious proselytizing goals, the results fell short of 

their intended aim, even if meaningful. The authorities in both Rome and Beijing failed to 

fully recognize the laborious and innovative efforts made by Ricci and his followers. 

Furthermore, this study offers an opportunity to question the ultimate goal of Jesuit 

activities in seventeenth-century China and their communications, and 

miscommunications, with Rome. Throughout their efforts to convert souls through acts of 

cultural translation and negotiation, Jesuits sacrificed certain priorities and practiced 

strategies that were not approved by the Holy See. Their expansion into China, though 

Rome's definitive ambition, eventually led to the ritual controversy in the Qianlong 

period (乾隆, 1736-1796) of the Qing Dynasty.  

 In previous studies, these three cases have often been used to celebrate the artistic 

exchange between the West and the East. However, well-known scholars in this field, 

including Walter S. Melion and Gauvin Alexander Bailey, have not discussed extensively 

these encounters between Christian Jesuits and their Chinese audience as complex 

examples of cultural translation, nor have they examined these encounters from a 

historical Chinese perspective.3 Despite the fact that the first two examples— Song Nian 

Zhu Gui Cheng and Cheng Shi Mo Yuan—were exclusively translated for a Chinese 

audience by Chinese artists, current scholarship hardly discusses their participation. 

There are also limits to Jonathan D. Spence’s well-known work, The Memory Palace of 

 
3 Gerónimo Nadal, Annotations and Meditations on the Gospels, trans. and ed. Frederick A. Homann, with 
Walter S. Melion. 4 vols. (Philadelphia: Saint Joseph’s University Press, 2003-2014). See also Gauvin A. 
Bailey, Art on the Jesuit Missions in Asia and Latin America, 1542-1773 (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1999). 
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Matteo Ricci, as it neglects addressing how exactly Ricci’s Chinese audience was being 

impacted by him, how they received and understood—or misunderstood, or altered—his 

messaging.4 Hence, I have made the effort to consult with works done by Asian scholars 

to elucidate this paper and present a fuller picture of the literature at hand. In addition, I 

have included recent Asian-based scholarship focused on Jesuit arts in China from 

academics, including R. Po-Chia Hsia, Chen Huei-Hong, Song Gang, Junhyoung Michael 

Shin, and Fujikawa Mayu, among others.5 Prior scholarship when examining Song Nian 

Zhu Gui Cheng, has either tended to classify these products as an extension of their 

European originals or considered them Chinese publications equal or similar to the ones 

being produced for a colonial Mexican or Ecuadorian audience, as in Jean Michael 

Massing’s “Jerome Nadal’s ‘Evangelicae Historiae Imagines’ and the Birth of Global 

Imagery.”6 Walter S. Melion’s research presents similar oversights by not emphasizing 

the peregrinations of Nadal’s work and not extending the discussion regarding 

connections between the original and adaptations made outside of Europe. Most 

importantly, art historians have failed to address the fact that ultimately China has 

 
4 Jonathan D. Spence, The Memory Palace of Matteo Ricci (New York, N.Y: Viking Penguin, 1984). See 
also Howard L. Goodman and Anthony Grafton, “Ricci, the Chinese and the Toolkits of Textualists,” Asia 
Major 3.2 (1990): 95-149, esp. 96. 
5 Please note that all translations on Classical Chinese text included in this article are mine, unless stated 
otherwise. R. Po-chia Hsia, A Jesuit in the Forbidden City: Matteo Ricci, 1552-1610 (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2010). Hui-Hong Chen !"#, “$%&'()*+,-./0'1+23--4567
89:;<0=>?@AB The World-Historical Contexts of the Virgin Mary Seen from Two 
Seventeenth-Century Sources: Cross-Boundary Encounters of Spain, Japan, and China,” CDEF Chinese 
Studies 37, no. 4 (December 2019): 321–93. Song Gang, “The Many Faces of Our Lady: Chinese 
Encounters with the Virgin Mary between 7th and 17th Centuries,” Monumenta Serica 66, no. 2 (December 
2018): 303–56, https://doi.org/10.1080/02549948.2018.1534355. Junhyoung Michael Shin, “The Reception 
of Evangelicae Historiae Imagines in Late Ming China: Visualizing Holy Topography in Jesuit Spirituality 
and Pure Land Buddhism,” The Sixteenth Century Journal 40, no. 2 (2009): 303–33. And Mayu Fujikawa, 
“A Hint of Distant Asia in Rubens’ ‘The Miracles of St. Francis Xavier,’” Jaarboek Koninklijk Museum 
Voor Schone Kunsten Antwerpen (2013–14): 76–90. 
6 Jean Michel Massing, “Jerome Nadal’s ‘Evangelicae Historiae Imagines’ And the Birth of Global 
Imagery,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 80 (2017): 161–220. 
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remained a non-Catholic country, while in Latin America the efforts to Christianize local 

populations during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries turned out to be far more 

impactful and lasting, even while undergoing their own processes of translation and 

mistranslation. When discussing Cheng Shi Mo Yuan, scholars have tended to look at 

how Chinese artisans accommodated Nadal’s original engraving details and how 

European techniques or motifs were discarded in the Chinese version. Similar to how 

Matteo Ricci disliked the flatness and what he perceived to be a lack of chiaroscuro in 

Chinese art, contemporary scholars, including Jeremy Clarke, often focus on the taste for 

European styles.7 Therefore, I will examine these three case studies from a new 

perspective, taking advantage of underused primary and secondary sources in the Chinese 

language. Looking closely at the reception of these works by their intended audiences, I 

shall consider how Jesuits and their Chinese counterparts and audiences shared certain 

aspects of material culture and religious differences, and whether these products were 

indeed ‘successful’ translations. 

 My main methodology builds on Peter Burke and R. Po-Chia Hsia’s Cultural 

Translation in Early Modern Europe and Song Gang’s Reshaping the Boundaries.8 My 

research has also benefited from Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann’s understanding of cultural 

 
7 Both writers quote from Ricci’s judgments on Chinese art, pointing out its flatness and lack of 
perspective, compared to Western innovation after the Renaissance that valued perspectival spatial 
recession and depth. See Gauvin A. Bailey, Art on the Jesuit Missions, 108; and Jeremy Clarke, The Virgin 
Mary and Catholic Identities in Chinese History (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2013), 20, 38-
39. 
8 Peter Burke and R. Po-chia Hsia, eds., Cultural Translation in Early Modern Europe (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2007). See also Song Gang, ed., Reshaping the Boundaries: The Christian 
Intersection of China and the West in the Modern Era (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2016). 
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appropriation in Ranges of Response: Asian Appropriation of European Art and Culture.9 

Burke and Hsia’s publication is mainly focused on the practice of textual translation 

across cultures, but many aspects of their argument remain useful when images are 

considered as a universal language with local differences and possiblities. Burke’s six 

questions regarding cultural translations have been a touchstone in my research: “who 

translates? With what intentions? What? For whom? In what manner? With what 

consequences?”10 For all of my three cases, these questions are even more critical to ask 

when considering these cultural items as either a complete Chinese artifact or through the 

lens of being a Western wonder. Their “in-betweenness,” as mentioned by Song Gang, is 

the motivation for examining their impact on the history of art for Europeans and Chinese 

audiences alike. In response to Kaufmann’s study of cultural appropriation, I shall 

endeavor to use the concepts of “translation” and “localization” to focus on the process of 

how aspects of culture move from one place to another, and how the specific notion and 

contingencies of place or locality of reception are necessary to consider. By using these 

two terms, I wish to identify the participants of this communication process and give 

attention to those not previously identified in scholarly works. The two terms raise a 

direct awareness of the original and the translated; I care about the initiative and 

motivation of the translator who made the translation happen and the context specific to 

the location of production and usage, and I also mean to examine how these translated or 

localized works were perceived. Therefore, I shall avoid using some of the more passive 

 
9 Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann, “Ranges of Response: Asian Appropriation of European Art and Culture,” 
in The Globalization of Renaissance Art: A Critical Review, ed. Daniel Savoy (Leiden: Brill, 2017), 95–
127, https://doi.org/10.1163/9789004355798. 
10 Burke and Hsia, Cultural Translation in Early Modern Europe, 11. 
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vocabularies that other writers have used, such as “adapt to” or “persist,” to avoid the risk 

of considering either European or Chinese contributions as minor, passive, or 

disadvantaged. The concepts of translation and localization in my essay emphasize the 

fact that the communication does not happen unilaterally from one center to its periphery, 

but rather from the global to the local context—or to the “vernaculars,” as in Burke’s 

words—and back again.11  

 Song Gang has mentioned in his writing that, “there is still a lack of collaborative 

effort to examine how Western culture, long shaped by the dominant Christian religion, 

was conceptualized and imagined by late imperial Chinese people, and vice versa, how 

Confucian-based Chinese culture was understood and interpreted in modern Europe and 

North America.”12 By examining objects that are not limited to just one medium and one 

language, my case studies offer the opportunity to veer away from a connoisseurial mode, 

to seeing them as dynamic mobile objects that travel beyond time and space. I wish to 

highlight the “in-betweenness” of objects as we conceive of how culture can extend and 

be transformed from one place to another; they cross the physical and virtual boundary 

from their origins forever altered by the new context and cultural setting. Hence, I 

selected case studies to serve as my tools for re-evaluating the Jesuits’ artistic and 

conversionary activities in China. In calling the Jesuits’ Chinese mission in late Ming 

Dynasty a failure, I do not aim to label it as wrong or erroneous. The failure itself is an 

unsolvable paradox; it is a result of having strived for success, but it is through the failure 

that we see more clearly what the range of strategies and efforts towards the translations 

 
11 Ibid., 15. 
12 Song Gang, “Boundary-Crossing Words, Beliefs, and Experiences: Late Imperial China’s Encounter with 
the Modern West,” in Reshaping the Boundaries, 1. 
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were, as they were processes by both the European Jesuits and the Chinese. As Lisa Le 

Feuvre wrote, “failure can be celebrated,” which is precisely what I hope to accomplish 

with this study.13  

 

  

 
13 Lisa Le Feuvre, “Introduction: Strive to Fail,” in Failure, ed. Lisa Le Feuvre, Documents of 
Contemporary Art (London: Whitechapel Gallery, 2010), 19. 
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CASE STUDY ONE: SONG NIAN ZHU GUI CHENG & EVANGELICAE 

HISTORIAE IMAGINES 

 

We start our examination of Matteo Ricci’s translating and localizing strategies 

from the legacy of his fellow missionary, João de Rocha, who used Christian images as 

proselytizing source material, a practice that was continued by later Jesuits in China. To 

this end, around 1620, de Rocha published Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng (the Rules for 

Preaching the Rosary) 诵念珠规程 as a way to guide new recruited followers on how to 

practices surrounding the Rosary.14 Obviously, these group of illustrations have a clear 

origin: Jerome Nadal’s (1507-1580) Evangelicae Historiae Imagines, published 

posthumously in Antwerp, 1593.15 However, like many artisans who lived and worked as 

lower-end professionals in late Ming China, we do not possess knowledge of the names 

of the carvers who participated in “translating” these prints.  

Nadal’s text, designed to serve the spiritual needs of daily preaching for Jesuit 

missionaries, was originally composed of 153 engravings in total, by skilled Antwerp 

engravers, including Hieronymus Wierix (1553-1619). In this Chinese version of 

Christian proselytizing material, fifteen woodblock print designs were selected based on 

Nadal’s publication, to be included into the Song, each of them modified radically in a 

 
14 João de Rocha is normally considered the translator, or the composer, to be more accurate, of Song Nian 
Zhu Gui Cheng, because five volumes out of the seven remaining Song were bound together with his Tian 
Zhu Sheng Jiao Qi Meng. Chen Hui-hong has offered a very persuasive and systematic description over the 
issues related to the authorship of Song. She also compared the differences among the seven remaining 
copies in the world. See ! Chen, “The World-Historical Contexts of the Virgin Mary,” 344 and 356. 
15 Nadal, Annotations and Meditations, 1. 
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way that pointed to the new localized context in Ming China.16 Embedded in these 

images was a pronounced Chinese style, from costumes to architecture; original western 

elements were localized as if some of these biblical stories had taken place in the land of 

China. Prints of Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng offer us an opportunity to view how Jesuit 

missionaries practiced the methods of localization and translation in the late Ming 

Dynasty. By comparing images from Jerome Nadal’s Imagines and Song, I hope to 

examine the following questions derived from Burke and Hsia’s Culture of Translation in 

Early Modern Europe: why were these fifteen images chosen for translation out of the 

153 prototypes? What was kept and what was removed during the translation process? 

How were the images translated, both visually and textually? Last, what are the new 

meanings reflected in the translated versions? 

 First, why these images? It is clear that these two materials were intended to serve 

different purposes. In terms of content, the Imagines was published to aid the Jesuit 

novices’ daily exercise, and also to serve as a companion volume of the related series, 

Adnotationes et Meditationes, while the Chinese book was designed with a particular 

focus on the preaching of the Rosary.17 On this note, neither of these books offered 

images to serve the illiterate; on the contrary, their targeted readers are capable of reading 

either Latin or Chinese texts. However, there is still a difference in the use of images 

between these two books: Nadal’s invention was to use texts to elucidate his carefully 

designed images; the images play the leading role in the process of comprehension. 

 
16 In the following paragraphs, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng will often abbreviated to Song, and accordingly, 
Evangelicae Historiae Imagines to Imagines. 
17 Nadal, Annotations and Meditations, 1. See also, ! Chen, “The World-Historical Contexts of the Virgin 
Mary,” 340. 
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However, in Song, images exist without a detailed description and there is only a general 

introduction to each image on a separate page. In another word, Song’s images serve the 

text, and since these images were extensively altered, neither the quantity nor the quality 

of the images allows the reader to study the biblical stories from an orthodox perspective. 

Therefore, I believe these images in Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng were carefully selected by 

the publisher to form a new narration, not only to suit the needs of the Rosary, but also 

the needs of a different primary audience, namely Chinese readers.   

 In the following paragraphs, I shall offer several parallel comparisons of 

corresponding images taken from Imagines for the Song to better understand what was 

being translated and what that new narration consisted of.18 The first group is S10 (Fig. 1-

1) versus E129/130 (Figs. 1-2 and 1-3). S10 from the Song depicted the scene of what we 

normally understand as the Crucifixion but was originally depicted in two separate plates 

in Nadal’s book, E129 and E130. In Nadal’s words, E129 represented “Events after the 

Cross was Raised and Before Christ Gave up the Spirit,” which includes the story of a 

Roman soldier feeding vinegar to Christ on an extended sponge he believed was soaked 

in water.19 Then, in E130, “Christ Gives Up the Spirit,” depicting the moment when 

another soldier, Longinus, poked the spear into the flesh of Christ. By combining the two 

scenes into one in S10, we see the vinegar feeding placed on the right side of Christ and 

Longinus being placed on his left-hand side, suggesting the two scenes taking place at 

 
18 Note that images taken in consideration below are based on the version of Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng 
identified as Chinois 7382 at Bibliotheque Nationale de France. Please refer to the Appendix A for image 
numbers from Song and their corresponding number in the prototype text of the Imagines. The translation 
of each image’s title is based on Nadal’s Latin text. In the following writing, I shall use abbreviated 
numbers (ex. S4 refers to the 4th image in Song, and its accordant image would be the 8th image in 
Imagines, which is abbreviated to E8) of each image for the convenience of writing and reading.  
19 English translation of Nadal’s texts taken from Nadal, Annotations and Meditations. 
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once. Interstingly, on the side of the vinegar feeding, the Roman soldier’s sponge with 

the reed was replaced with a rake, or a pa 耙. On Longinus’ side, his famous spear was 

strangely not modified into a Chinese weapon but turned downward.20 The Chinese text 

for the Song kept what Nadal wrote in Note M of E129, which depicts the feeding of 

vinegar, but the story of Longinus was completely left out of any textual narration. 

 It is only reasonable to consider these modifications as intentional in order to see 

what the carvers were trying to deliver here. In Chinese culture, the rake or the pa holds a 

mystical position in the well-known depiction in Wu Chengen’s the Journey to the West 

西游记, as it is described as a legendary weapon carried by Tianpeng 天蓬, a mythical 

general who was condemned by the heavenly court to become a hog demon.21 Though 

the jousting lance in S10 bears no similarity to any Chinese weapons, nor was it 

commonly known in Chinese weaponry, it is depicted as pointed downward here, almost 

like the designer was censoring the cruel depiction of wounding Christ. After all, it 

reminds us of an episode of Matteo Ricci’s experience on his way to meet the emperor in 

Beijing. Ricci’s crucifix, which was included in his tribute to the Chinese ruler, was 

unfortunately picked out by the court eunuch, and Ricci was accused of putting a curse on 

the emperor.22 In Ricci’s later conversation with his Chinese friends, he was told that “it 

[the crucifix] was quite unbecoming to honor the memory of any man by representing 

him in such a miserable death.”23 The understanding of death in Chinese local culture 

 
20 In other prints, some weapons were translated into their Chinese equivalents, as seen in S8 and S9. 
21 See Wu Chengen 吴承恩, the Journey to the West 西游记, Chapter 19th 第十九回 云栈洞悟空收八戒 
浮屠山玄奘受心经, published in 1592. 
22 Matteo Ricci and Nicolas Trigault, China in the Sixteenth Century: The Journals of Matthew Ricci: 
1583-1610, trans. Louis J. Gallagher (New York: Random House, 1953), 365. 
23 Ricci and Trigault, China in the Sixteenth Century, 366. 
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could help us to see why Longinus’ lance was pointed downwards in S10, since the 

Chinese would rather avoid the depiction of the moment of Christ’s death, if he is 

purportedly innocent and deified. 

 S14 (Fig. 1-4) is another plate in Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng that is composed of 

two images in the Nadal version on which it is based: E150 and E152 (Figs. 1-5 and 1-6). 

It depicts the Death of the Virgin Mary and her Ascension. The mortal Mary in the Song 

is positioned on the lower part of the image in a closed indoor space, while the ascended 

Mary is placed beside God the Father, surrounded by angels and clouds, and wearing a 

different mantle. As she puts her hands into the arms of God, she smiles, and we see a 

different new garment on her, white and toga-like. The furniture in the lower part of the 

image plays a key role in establishing the artists’ own localizing perspective and spirit. 

Underneath Mary’s mortal corpse, we see a beautifully carved bed, or as in Chinese, a ta 

榻. Ta is a Ming Dynasty item of furniture with which viewers of Song would have been 

familiar. In royal and noble families, ta was not a rare item. As written by Wu Meifeng, 

Mary’s Ascension reminds us of several Ming emperors who passed away on a ta inside 

their chamber.24 By inserting the Chinese furniture into this image, Mary’s death is 

glorified as she passes through as the Queen of Heaven.25 In fact, in the very first image 

of the Song, S1 (Fig. 1-7), Mary was depicted receiving the Annunciation in front of a ta, 

as well. Translated from E1 (Fig. 1-8) to S1, the book table (ji 几) with elongated legs 

 
24 吴美凤Meifeng Wu, “明代皇帝的榻与几,” 紫禁城 Forbidden City, no. 03 (2014), 128. 
25 In the image of Mary and Child on the Vilioni gravestone from Yangzhou, Mary is also depicted on 
Chinese furniture, as mentioned in Clarke, The Virgin Mary, 23-24. 
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and the screen (ping 屏) with an ink wash painting helped to transform the stage of the 

story from Nazareth in Galilee to a familiar but noble domestic setting in China. 

 By arranging the Chinese local elements into the images depicting the life of 

Mary, we see a careful differentiation of the mortal world and heaven in this image: the 

more we move toward an afterlife or heavenly scene in Song, the fewer Chinese elements 

we see. The balance of using the Chinese elements to differentiate the mortal world and 

heaven is exquisite and must have been composed with careful thought. For example, we 

find significantly fewer Chinese motifs in the depiction of Christ’s Ascension to Heaven 

(S12, Fig. 1-9) than in his Resurrection (S11, Fig. 1-10). If the designer’s initial motive of 

translation was to show Chinese people that the story of Christ could have happened on 

the very land with which they are familiar, then it is only natural to define and depict the 

heavenly scenes in a “foreign” way, for the Christian concept and imaginary space of 

heaven were still unfamiliar to most Chinese. In the same logic, by letting Mary keep her 

original foreign attire as depicted in the Imagines, the viewers have no chance to confuse 

the concept of heaven with other religions, such as Buddhism, in China. 

 For scenes that do not contain enough Chinese symbolism to suggest the 

difference between the mortal world and heavenly one, we see other novelties. As 

depicted in S1, or S11-S15, the designer gave us another hint of “heaven” by using the 

xiangyun (fortune cloud) 祥云 motif (Fig. 1-7). The xiangyun motif symbolizes a 

celestial environment, as we can see in a range of Chinese cultural contexts and periods, 

from the Taoist classic prints Taishang Ganyin Tushuo 太上感应图说 (Anhui, 1754, Fig. 

1-11) to the torch of the Beijing Olympics in 2018 (Fig. 1-12). As Bernard Berenson once 

put it, “we must place to the front the fact that Sino-Japanese design is almost exclusively 
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an art of contours, of values of movements, and, in its own ways, not ours, of space-

composition.”26 By using the cloud motif, our unknown block designers and cutters 

constructed a separate layer of space within the image. This space was not modeled 

through chiaroscuro or as a space for continuous narration, as we are used to seeing in 

Italian Renaissance painting, but rather as a means for shaping things into a kind of 

movement, like the swirling of a continuously moving cloud. 

 In S6 (Fig. 1-13), which depicts the scene of the Agony in the Garden, correspond 

to E107 (Fig. 1-14) in Imagines. What interests us in S6 is that Jesus is dressed in a Ming 

Chinese costume, a straight cut open robe, wide sleeve, and an inner shirt wrapped across 

his chest. As discussed above, Chinese motifs and elements were, once again, carefully 

planted in this image. It is clear that the front layer of Jesus’ inner shirt is crossed to the 

right side of his body, which often refers to “You-Ren 右衽”, to suggest that Jesus here is 

dressing as a native Chinese man.27 In Ming China, many aspects of a person, from his 

occupation to social class, can all be expressed through clothing, as we shall see later in 

the third case study. Instead of crossing Jesus’ inner layer to the left, in the manner a 

minor ethnic group or an uncivilized outsider usually would be portrayed, the designer of 

S6 gave Jesus a local identity, with corresponding scenery that we often find in a Chinese 

landscape.28 

 
26 Craig Clunas, Chinese Painting and Its Audience (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2017), 25. 
27 Song Gang took this special feature of Chinese clothing into consideration while writing about Mary’s 
image on the Vilioni stele from Yangzhou. It is not a convincing argument, for Mary was wearing a non-
Chinese robe, but here we have a clearer example. Song, “The Many Faces of Our Lady,” 311. 
28 As mentioned by Arnold, Tanaka Hidemichi 田中英道 is another art historian who examined decorative 
motifs in European artworks. In our case, the trees and mountains were intentionally altered to a Chinese 
style. See Arnold, Princely Gifts and Papal Treasures (San Francisco: Desiderata Press, 1999), 123.   
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 The last image of Song, S15 (Fig. 1-15), which depicts the Coronation of Mary, 

might be considered an exception, for it does not possess any Chinese elements as the 

other images do, and it bears almost no apparent visual connection to any images in 

Nadal’s Imagines. Although  it shows almost no effort in adding Chinese local elements, 

Taiwanese scholar Chen Huei-Hong has suggested that this might be due to the fact that 

this image was already a translated work of art. Looking at the lower right side of the 

Fifteen Mysteries of the Virgin Mary マリア十五玄義図 (Fig. 1-16) in Japan, the globus 

cruciger held by the God is a comparable motif to that found in S15 and other prints 

featuring the Coronation of Mary in Eastern Asia.29 Compared to other images from the 

Song, it is possible that the reason why S15 was very little altered is because it already 

has a Japanese precedent.30 

 By comparing images side-by-side from the Song and the Imagines, we see what 

was selected for visual translation and what was left out, but these images seem to have 

more to offer than simply tracking motifs from one source to another. Some features that 

were carefully preserved in the Song inspire us to look for a prototype that goes beyond 

Jerome Nadal’s first compilation in 1593; these images include S4/E8 (Fig. 1-17 and 1-

18) and S5/E9 (Figs. 1-19 and 1-20), two interior scenes that may not have been 

translatable by just Chinese artists at the time, for both require profound knowledge of a 

Christian context. These two sets of images, including the Chinese examples in Song and 

 
29 One copy of the Fifteen Mysteries of the Virgin Mary is preserved at Ibaraki, Osaka and one found in 
Kyoto, both in Japan. ! Chen, the World-Historical Contexts of the Virgin Mary Seen from Two Seventeen 
Century Sources, 356. 
30 Chen has not found any other Rosary instructions that combined the same text with Nadal imagery in 
Japan before the publication of Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng. However, we also do have a Chinese version of 
Jerome Nadal’s book, Tianzhu Jiangshen Chuxiang Jingjie 天主降生出像经解, published in 1637 in 
Jinjiang, Fujian. See ! Chen, “The World-Historical Contexts of the Virgin Mary,” 348-349, 359. 
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their Dutch prototypes in Imagines, are reminiscent of the two renowned Raphael 

cartoons at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London by both composition and contents. 

 S4 depicts the Presentation of Christ in the Temple, and the Solomonic wavy 

columns’ function in serving the overall composition stands out immediately.31 There are 

six columns lined up to form the depth of the temple in the original images in Nadal’s 

version, but simplified to five pairs in the Song. Although Raphael’s version depicts the 

Healing of the Lame Man (Fig. 1-21), the Solomonic columns function similarly in 

explaining that the scene takes place in Jerusalem in both images. Raphael’s cartoons 

were likely significant in promoting the use of Solomonic columns in Renaissance and 

later Baroque art and architecture. As Nadal’s set of prints were originally published in 

1593, it may be important to open a possibility in examining the design of Solomonic 

column in Nadal’s Imagines. Previous scholars, including Roy Strong and J Douglas 

Stewart have argued some, if not all, designs in Dutch and British prints and architectures 

could come from the Raphael cartoon.32 In S4, besides the overall composition, not only 

the semi-high relief and the curvy shape were preserved in the Chinese translation, but 

also the volutes of the Ionic capitals. If Nadal’s artists indeed borrowed these aspects of 

prints after Raphael’s design in the creation of Evangelicae Historiae Imagines, it would 

 
31 As the origin of these columns can be traced back to the 4th century when Constantine brought a pair of 
the curving columns to Rome, these columns became a symbol to suggest the Jewish Temple of King 
Solomon that once stood in Jerusalem and therefore was named “Solomonic.” 
32 Roy Strong once wrote: “the prime source for such columns north of the Alps was, of course, the 
Raphael cartoons” in his Britannia Triumphans: Inigo Jones, Rubens and Whitehall Palace, which 
published in early 1981. See J Douglas Stewart, “Rome, Venice, Mantua, London: Form and Meaning in 
the 'Solomonic' Column, from Veronese to George Vertue,” The British Art Journal 8.3 (2007): 15–23, 
esp.15. 
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make the representation in Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng the earliest indirect studying of 

Raphael in China.33 

The image of S5 also presents a strong similarity with another of the Raphael 

cartoons, or a reproductive engraving after it. Nadal’s image E9 describes the scene of 

Finding of Jesus at the Temple, while Raphael depicted the scene the Blinding of Elymas 

(Fig. 1-22). These two Gospel stories carry similar messages representing the power of 

words, either from Jesus or St Paul himself. In positioning the speech giver and receiver 

elevated in the center of the image, the similarity between the two image designs is 

evident. 

     By picking out the novelties and differences in these Chinese prints, I am 

proposing that these modifications were deliberate and were acknowledged by the 

translators, including the writer, the carver, and potentially also a learned reader. We 

have already seen the “problems” of these Chinese prints, either the misleading 

composition of Longinus and vinegar-feeding in S10 or the hint of Mary’s divinity as 

seen in S14; neither of these issues were things that Nadal wanted to present in his 

Evangelicae Historiae Imagines. In the spirit of the Council of Trent, the original book 

was comprehensive about establishing clear and direct understanding of religious events. 

However, let us not forget that Song was designed to face a completely different 

audience, and this Chinese audience, not possessing significant knowledge of Biblical 

stories, would not have been able to notice the “problems” or inconsistencies of some 

narrative details. 

 
33 Surely, one could argue that Raphael used the columns as a tool for “divisions” and “enframing” in his 
cartoons, as discussed by Heinrich Wolfflin. It is the emphasizing of the columns’ curving shape that is 
undeniably inherited by later artists. Heinrich Wolfflin, Classic Art (London: Phaidon, 1994), 112. 
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Alhough Christian missionaries’ localization methods in China were often known 

through the contribution of Matteo Ricci, the Jesuits were not the first Christians who 

started this strategy. In fact, tracing back to the history of Christian activities in China, we 

see the localization methods being practiced as early as the Nestorians in the seventh 

century, and even the Franciscans during Pax Mongolica. By looking at some early 

Nestorian relics, we find aspects that might help us to understand later Jesuit strategies. 

For instance, on top of both the Xi’an Stele (大秦景教流行中国碑, erected in Feb. 4th 

781, Fig. 1-23) and the Nestorian tombstone (erected in 1317, Fig. 1-24) from the Yuan 

Dynasty, we can see the use of the lotus motif underneath a Christian cross.34 The lotus 

motif in China holds symbolism in both Confucianism and Buddhism. In Confucianism, 

the lotus represents a man preserving his integrity even in the world of mud; in 

Buddhism, it represents purity of heart and reincarnation.35 Though Buddhism is not an 

autochthonous religion formed in the Middle Kingdom, it was not considered as foreign 

as Christianity. By the time of the entry into China of Nestorianism (an early form of 

Christianity), Buddhism had finished its own localization process, and even started to 

merge with other local Chinese ideologies, such as Confucianism and Taoism. The 

success of Buddhism’s localization was visible to all the missionaries, from the 

 
34 Xi’an Stele 大秦景教流行中国碑, discovered in 1623, which records the meeting between Alopen 
Abraham and the Taizong Emperor. The later stele (the Nestorian Tombstone, 1317) is the one discovered 
in Yangzhou, 1981, with inscriptions in three languages, Chinese, Syriac, and ancient Ugihur. See 
Mengtian Bai, “Yangzhou Latin Tombstones: A Christian Mirror of Yuan China Society.” Honors Paper: 
Digital Commons at Oberlin (2018): 1-79, esp. 14. Another gravestone found outside Beijing carries the 
motif of cross and lotus as well, see Arnold, Princely Gifts and Papal Treasures, 71. 
35 As Zhou Dunyi 周敦颐 (1017-1073) stated in his famous writing Ai Liam Shuo (爱莲说 For the Love of 
the Lotus), the lotus is a flower which symbolized the virtue of a true man for it grows out of the mud but 
stays upright and clean. With a recent scholarship by Erin Benay, we see a similar use of lotus and cross 
motif on Thomas Christian sculptures in Kerala, India. See Erin Benay, “The Cross and the Lotus Flowers: 
Reinventing Christian Art in Early Modern India,” The Sixteenth Century Journal LII/2 (Summer 2021): 
277–311. 
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Nestorians to the Franciscans, and eventually the Jesuits. It is reasonable to assume that 

these various groups of Christian missionaries wanted to imitate the successful methods 

of Buddhism’s dissemination and reception, and indeed eventual rootedness in China. As 

we see in Matteo Ricci’s journal, after all, he was dressing as a Buddhist monk in order to 

reach people and identify as a serious spiritual practitioner when he first arrived in 

China.36 

      Furthermore, by looking at these images from Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng, the 

storyline developed from selecting from the European engravings of Nadal’s Imagines 

seems to form a new story of its own. The narrative in Song reminds us of the story of 

Siddhārtha Gautama and Princess Miaoshan, two stories, either folk-based or well-known 

to Chinese Buddhism viewers, about critical figures in Chinese Buddhism. In those 

stories, devotion, self-sacrifice, and filial piety blend into the narration as the dominant 

themes, as if “the Jesuits hoped to demonstrate that Chinese thought shared some 

essential tenets with Christianity,” as noted by Thijs Weststeijn.37 In the end, it seems that 

Song presents us with a more intense story of a redeemer’s life with a focus on his family, 

as the mystery of the Rosary expressed. By praying and studying the Rosary, we sense 

the virtues of a savior and son, and the maternal devotions of Mary, combined with 

familiar words from Confucianism, “When we have established our character by the 

practice of the [filial] course, so as to make our name famous in future ages and thereby 

 
36 As seen in both Matteo Ricci and Nicolas Trigault’s account, and as mentioned by scholars today, 
including Gauvin Bailey. Bailey, Art on the Jesuit Missions, 86-87. 
37 Thijs Weststeijn, “‘Sinarum Gentes...Omnium Sollertissimae’: Encounters between the Middle Kingdom 
and the Low Countries, 1602-92,” in Reshaping the Boundaries, 21. 
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glorify our parents, this is the end of filial piety.”38 Jesus’ story thus became relatable and 

understandable to the followers and the authorities in China. To strengthen the love 

within the Holy Family, we can reimagine the life of Christ on this very land driven by 

Confucianist philosophy; as Xiao Jing 孝经 continues, “it [filial piety] commences with 

the service of parents; it proceeds to the service of the ruler; it is completed by the 

establishment of character.”39 As conflicts grew chaotic between missionaries and local 

government in certain cities, to emphasize the filial relationship within the Holy Family 

could potentially help to calm down some suspicion over Christianity as an attacker or 

displacer of Chinese traditional values. 

    By publishing the Mysteries of the Rosary instead of a complete Evangelicae 

historiae imagines, Chinese translators avoided deeper issues that might have come with 

knowledge of the full biblical literature, and at the same time pleased its local audience. 

We know that Ricci refused the offer to translate the Bible into Chinese text, and 

naturally, none of the later Catholic missionaries were able to tackle the job. However, 

Nadal and Rocha were likely working with a similar group of audiences in mind. Nadal’s 

Adnotationes et Meditationes was directed to those who were already well-practiced in 

Christian stories and were committed to a Christian life, and Rocha’s Chinese Rosary 

emphasized “song 诵,” which means “reading” and “chanting” for people who conducted 

daily prayers. In either case, repetition was the key. It draws us back to Pope Gregory the 

 
38 Xiao Jing (the Classic of Filial Piety) 孝经, Chinese original content reads, 立身行道，扬名于后世，
以显父母，孝之终也, translated by James Legge. Ricci found many passages from the Four Books 四书 
that are worthy in combining in teachings of Christianity. Howard L. Goodman and Anthony Grafton, 
“Ricci, the Chinese and the Toolkits of Textualists.” Asia Major 3.2 (1990): 106. 
39 Chinese original content reads, 夫孝，始于事亲，中于事君，终于立身. Translation by James Legge. 
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Great’s words on how images were not simply for the illiterate, but in fact could help an 

educated and literate audience strengthen their recollection and understanding of 

important biblical narratives and theological principles. Therefore, it is reasonable to 

assume that the intended audience of Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng may have been a group 

of people who already possessed basic knowledge of the Church, where the repetition 

through images became an effective pedagogical tool. As the medieval historian 

Lawrence G. Duggan has asserted, such images “remind the viewer of what they already 

know.”40 

 By looking behind the biblical context of the images, the localized elements 

within Song were born with a new mission, not simply for comprehension but for 

orienting a Chinese audience to an imported religion and making connections to an 

already-valued virtue held in Chinese culture.41 The Mysteries of the Rosary could be 

carefully selected to appeal to Chinese beliefs and their strong attachment to filial piety 

and family-associated moral codes. As Li Ji (Book of Rites) 礼记, the Confucius classic, 

tells, “those who want to rule their country, first align their families.”42 Then, for the 

inclusion of other Chinese elements into the Song woodcuts, such as the furniture, 

vinegar rake, and the fortune cloud motif, I argue that such well-understood Chinese 

cultural practices, customs, and motifs were actively embedded in the visual translation in 

 
40 Lawrence G. Duggan, “Was Art Really the ‘Book of the Illiterate’?” in Reading Images and Texts: 
Medieval Images and Texts as Forms of Communication: Papers from the Third Utrecht Symposium on 
Medieval Literacy, Utrecht, 7-9 December 2000, eds. Mariëlle Hageman and Marco Mostert (Utrecht: 
Brepols, 2000), 69. 
41 See supported argument in ! Chen, the World-Historical Contexts of the Virgin Mary Seen from Two 
Seventeen Century Sources, 359. Also, Chen argues that the publishing of Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng could 
be associated with the Mary and Child image which was circulating in Asia at the time. Ibid., 351. 
42 Chinese original reads, 欲治其国者，先齐其家.  
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order to make these images not only more relatable, but also memorable and suitable for 

a local context and audience. 

     In this case study, we see a mode of translation that was not all about accuracy in 

copying an original prototype exactly to convey orthodox Christian doctrine in the same 

way; selection, rejection, and censoring became the highlights of this process in the 

making. Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng’s ambition was to propose a new ideology out of its 

original context. This translation constructed a virtual and visual world to convey to its 

Chinese readers and believers that they were in the promised land too, with access to 

these stories and salvific fates. Through these stories, the missionaries revealed to them 

another possible definition of a human being as a “son of God,” a savior and redeemer 

who was to be understood as completely different from the “god’s son 天子” who lives in 

the deepest and highest chamber of the Forbidden City. The Song and its images aimed to 

offer the audience a brand-new perspective of a mystical foreign religion.  

 However, while we admire and appreciate this bold innovation, we must not 

forget to ask if this mode of translation truly was practical and effective in the longer 

term objective of educating a Chinese public to the underpinnings of a new faith. What 

we see in this book also contains mistakes in Christian founding narratives and 

theological doctrines. However, by altering the subjects to please the viewers, the 

translators did not exhibit any boundaries of alteration which could potentially harm the 

Church doctrine. Unlike the presumed audience, the Chinese woodblock cutters and 

designers of the images might not have possessed enough knowledge of biblical images. 

Still, it offers today’s scholars a chance to understand why the Franciscans and 

Dominicans eventually attacked these methods developed by the Jesuits during the 
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Chinese Rites Controversy at a later time, for some practices were not conducted 

correctly or in an orthodox manner at all. For a prayer book intended to enhance the 

practice of the Rosary, it was simply overloaded with localized ideologies. Similar to 

what Thijs Weststeijn and Thierry Meynard observed on works of later missionaries 

including Philippe Couplet (柏应理, 1623-93) and Francois de Rougemont (鲁日满, 

1624-76), “the Confucian Classics were called upon to testify to the legitimacy of the 

Jesuit missionary policy.”43 The result was a published book that was highly consumable 

and legible for being adorned visually with an apparatus of local details and ornament; 

however, the substance beneath that ornament could easily be lost, misconstrued, or 

neglected entirely by those surface effects as ‘mere’ distractions. Song removed the 

original essence of Nadal’s astute method, as he had focused on the small details to 

convey an extremely precise and orthodox understanding of Christian theology rooted in 

its founding narratives of the New Testament. 

In the end, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng is neither European, nor fully Chinese. Just 

as the Solomonic columns or the borrowing of Japanese prints on S4 and S15, these 

interesting elements that arise in the Song’s images inspire us to think beyond cultures 

and national borders. Song is a cultural product born in-between, but just as Song Gang 

and several intercultural researchers from Reshaping the Boundaries have mentioned, 

“the key actually lies in how the participants responded to an ‘in-between’ situation when 

defining new ideological, religious, and cultural boundaries in reality.”44 In our case, it is 

 
43 See Weststeijn, “‘Sinarum Gentes...Omnium Sollertissimae,’” in Reshaping the Boundaries, 21; Thierry 
Meynard, Confucius Sinarum Philosophus (1687): The First Translation of the Confucian Classics, 
Monumenta Historica Societatis Iesu, nova series, vol. 6 (Rome: Institutum historicum Societatis Iesu, 
2011), 10. 
44 Gang, ed., Reshaping the Boundaries, 2. 
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very much worth discussing whether this new ‘in-between’ product of the Song text and 

images could be used effectively and convincingly by our Chinese readers. I call it a 

‘failure’ not because it lacked a persuasive way of being, but rather because it did not fit 

the initial purpose of the Jesuit mission in China. This series of images we see from Song 

offers us a chance to examine the Jesuits’ tireless efforts to understand a cultural 

environment defined by the word “China,” but their unintentional betrayal of Rome in 

diluting the message in the process was like an outbound arrow that could not be stopped.  
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CASE STUDY TWO: CHENG SHI MO YUAN 

 

In the second case study, we will study images provided by a late Ming Dynasty 

album, Cheng Shi Mo Yuan 程氏墨苑, to see other ways in which cultural translation was 

practiced in the Jesuit mission in China.45 As what we saw in Song Nian Zhu Gui 

Cheng 诵念珠规程, these groups of images from the Cheng Shi Mo Yuan also went 

through a translating process by Chinese artisans’ hands, who made a concerted effort to 

retain the original elements of their primary visual sources as much as possible. However, 

unlike the first case study, through the help of Matteo Ricci’s notes and his desire to 

make Christianity compelling to the Chinese people, the images took on a new and 

somewhat skewed meaning.   

 Ink (Mo 墨), along with brush (Bi 笔), ink-holder (Yan 砚), and paper (Zhi 纸), 

are considered the four treasures of a Chinese scholar’s study, for they are the four 

essential stationary tools 文房四宝 for both calligraphy and painting. In late Ming 

China’s booming development of its urban economy, these four treasures were the 

essence of a literati’s life, and manufacturers added various aestheticizing features and 

cultivated certain tastes in elaborating these originally practical-driven products. For the 

 
45 Please note that this case study is based on the version of the album which now collected at the library of 
Tokyo University of the Arts 東京藝術大学附属図書館, named 貴‐16‐24‐1-24 with the call number: 
DIG-TKGL-178. According to Lin’s study, it is a version published after 1610. See林丽江 Li-chiang Lin, 
“晚明徽州墨商程君房与方于鲁墨业的开展与竞争 The Conflict between the Huizhou Ink-makers Cheng 
Chun-fang and Fang Yu-lu and the Development of the Huizhou Ink-making in the Late Ming period,” in 
徽州：书业与地域文化 Livres et imprimés des gens de Huizhou, ed. 米盖拉 Michela Bussotti and 朱万曙
Wanshu Zhu, 法国汉学 Sinologie Française, 第十三辑 XIII (Pékin-Paris: 中华书局 Zhonghua Shuju & 
Ecole Française d’Extrême-Orient, 2008), 121–97. 
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convenience of transportation and preservation, ink producers developed solidified ink-

cakes in different shapes for style and elegance (Ya 雅) in a scholar’s study. Cheng Shi 

Mo Yuan was an album that offered an encyclopedic view of all possible ink-cake designs 

from Cheng Dayue’s workshop, Mobao Zhai 墨宝斋. As one of the most successful ink-

cake producers of his time, Cheng Dayue 程大约 (1541?-1622?)  included four Christian 

images in his album after his encounter with Matteo Ricci in Beijing in 1606.46 With 

thirteen chapters, or sections, in total, Cheng Shi Mo Yuan’s subjects ran from small 

landscapes to calligraphy and constellations; each motif was carefully designed to be put 

on an ink-cake product to add to the value.  

To expand his influence, Cheng paid a visit to his celebrity friends, including 

Ricci, who was residing in the northern capital, to get recommendations for what to 

include in the album and secure their participation. For Ricci, to have Christian images 

included in the album was a strategic opportunity that he could not resist. According to 

his own words, “[I] encountered three precious images on the first day of December in 

the 33rd year of the Wanli Emperor 万历三十三年岁次乙巳腊月朔遇宝像三座.”47 He 

was referring to three Christian-themed images that Cheng showed him (Fig. 2-1, 2-2, 

 
46 The life of Cheng Dayue remains a mystery for contemporary scholars. We do not have a specific date of 
birth nor death for him, though, he was a master in the ink industry throughout his life. He seems to have 
used multiple names and references, as we can see from Cheng Shi Mo Yuan. See Mei Nafang 梅娜芳, “墨
的艺术：《方氏墨谱》和《程氏墨苑》 The Art of Chinese Ink-stick: the Fang-shih Mo-p’u and the 
Ch’eng-Shih Mo-yüan” (PhD diss., 杭州 Hangzhou, 中国美术学院 China Academy of Art, 2011), 43-48. 
47 In this particular Chinese sentence, “遇” refers to “encounter” from a first person perspective, which lead 
me to believe it was the first time for Ricci to see these images. Therefore, Cheng Dayue must have already 
obtained these images before meeting with Ricci in 1606. Previously, scholars, especially Spence, have 
suggested that Ricci must be the one who offered these images to Cheng first. I agree with two other 
scholars, if not all, who suggested otherwise: Lin Li-chiang and Mei Nafang. See 林 Lin, “晚明徽州墨商
程君房与方于鲁墨业的开展与竞争 The Conflict between the Huizhou Ink-makers Cheng Chun-fang and 
Fang Yu-lu and the Development of the Huizhou Ink-making in the Late Ming period,” 133-134; 梅 Mei, “
墨的艺术 The Art of Chinese Ink-stick,” 100-101.  
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and 2-3), to which he offered three narrative essays in Chinese and phonetic notation in 

latin along the side; and in addition to the three images, Ricci also provided one essay 

which records their meeting (Fig. 2-5) in the separate textual volume. Among the 

pictures, two were engravings by Anthony Wierix (Fig. 2-6 and 2-7) and one by Crispijn 

van de Passe, both skillful engravers from large print publishing families in Antwerp and 

Amsterdam, respectively.48 At the end of the chapter, Cheng included an extra print of 

the Virgin and Child (Fig. 2-4), possibly based on a Japanese engraving from the 

Seminary of Painters in 1597.49 The First three images were entrusted to the artist Ding 

Yunpeng 丁云鹏 for redrawing, and the Three Huang brothers 三黄 in Huizhou carried 

out the woodblock carving.50 From Lin Li-chiang’s previous study over different 

survived copies of Cheng Shi Mo Yuan worldwide, it seemed that not all four Christian 

images were initially published together by Cheng. However, for the copy here used for 

 
48 Both van de Passe and all three Wierix brothers outlived Ricci and were among the earliest engravers 
who had works being reproduced in East Asia. Impressions of the prints identified by Spence can be found 
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City. See Spence, The Memory Palace, V, 63, 131, 293, 
306. 
49 As noted on the lower right corner of the print, which reads “in Sem… Japoise”. There has been 
discussion on the origin of the last image of Mary and Child, as well. I have strong doubts it was given to 
Cheng by Ricci, since Ricci did identify the number of pictures he “encountered” in his narrative essays, as 
mentioned above. As a renowned ink maker, Cheng had connections to the well-educated high-class literati 
in late Ming China. Along with an album of motif designs, Cheng Shi Mo Yuan included a bonus volume of 
commentary essays, Ren Wen Jue Li 人文爵里, for collected writings from people all around the country. 
Another article by Ricci is included in this volume, too. These writers are almost all gentries who held 
positions in the government. One of the writers from the bonus book is Qu Ruji 瞿汝稷, the brother of Qu 
Ruqui 瞿汝夔, a well-known converted Christian and former alchemist who cut ties with his brother after 
committing adultery with his sister-in-law. It is very likely that Cheng Dayue had ways of seeing and 
collecting Christian images that were circulating in Southern China at the time well beyond his relationship 
with Ricci. See Qian Qianyi 钱谦益, Muzhai Chuxue Ji 牧斋初学集, Vol. 72. 
50 The Three Huang brothers are Huang Lin 黄轔, Huang Yingtai 黄应泰, Huang Yingdao 黄应道. Other 
participants of Chapter 12th also include the artist, Jiang Shihui 江世会, and the producer, Cheng Shifang 
程世芳, who is identified as Cheng Dayue’s son by Mei. See 梅 Mei, “墨的艺术 The Art of Chinese Ink-
stick, 20; 李方红 Fanghong Li, “宗教传播中的图像误读--以《程氏墨苑》中的圣像画为例 Misreading 
of Image in the Religion Spreading: A Case of Icon Paintings in Cheng’s Models of Ink Stick,” 中国国家
博物馆馆刊 Journal of National Museum of China, no. 04 (2017): 112–18, 114. 
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my case study, 貴‐16‐24‐1-24, we see all four images orderly arranged in one single 

album.51 

After the reproduction, or the visual translation, of first three Christian images, 

Cheng included the three newly carved images in the twelfth chapter of the 

album, Zihuang 缁黄 (Fig. 2-8). The chapter’s title, Zihuang, is a combined word with 

two Chinese characters: Zi 缁 refers to the Buddhist monk robe, and Huang 黄 refers to 

the yellow cap of Taoism followers. By including Christian-themed images here, 

Christianity penetrates into the original concept of religion in the Chinese language as it 

had not before. This group of images was not randomly arranged within the chapter, but 

carefully placed as the last four pictures. Their complexity and placement at the very end 

of the chapter might suggest that they were not essentially designed for actual ink 

products, but their significance is still appropriately shown, for Chinese culture often 

prefers to present important images last. Furthermore, rather than letting these images be 

presented as autonomous by themselves, Ricci’s contributions were to explain these 

images with three short narrative essays. He also provided phonetic notation in Latin for 

each Chinese character, which, though not readable for the Chinese audience, was a 

pioneering undertaking, indeed.52 The accompaniment of Chinese writing with Latin 

phonetic notes was continually used both in the initial album and the bonus album that 

 
51 林 Lin, “晚明徽州墨商程君房与方于鲁墨业的开展与竞争 The Conflict between the Huizhou Ink-
makers,” 133. 
52 Note that Ricci’s contribution is beyond a “novelty” here. Ricci’s later co-worker, Nicolas Trigault, who 
published The Aid to the Eyes and Ears of Western Literati 西儒耳目资 formalized a better Latinizing 
system for translating the Chinese language, and Ricci’s contribution must have deeply influenced Trigault 
in Cheng Shi Mo Yuan. Their effort together formed one of the prototypes of Pinyin 拼音 (the romanization 
system for standard Chinese mandarin). It is impossible for Ricci to have known that his creative gesture 
affected the nature of the Chinese speaking method once and for all, but it started here. 
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followed. Chinese historian Fang Hao in his Zhongxi Jiaotong Shi mentioned how Ricci’s 

Latin letters created a trend among Chinese literati, who copied and rearranged Latin 

letters to create meaningless sentences, almost like the pseudo-Hebrew texts that we find 

in early Renaissance paintings in Italy.53  

 Previous discussions by Jonathan D. Spence and Gauvin A. Bailey, among others, 

focus on the content of these images.54 For a long time, Spence was the only scholar who 

was able to identify some direct prints from the Wierix brothers, and my ensuing 

discussion greatly benefits from what he found at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.55 In 

order to offer a new perspective, I aim to delve beyond issues of iconography to focus on 

the ways in which these images were translated into a recognizable blending of both 

European and Chinese forms and styles, and to consider how the meanings of the image 

prototypes were modified to make sense in their new context in a volume for ink-cake 

designs. 

 The first two Wierix images redesigned by Ding Yunpeng depicted two Bible 

scenes from the Passion series initially published in Antwerp. According to Matteo 

Ricci’s note, the first one is named “You Walk with Belief, You Sink with Doubt 信而步

海，疑而即沉” (Fig. 2-1), signifying the miracle of Jesus Walking on Water. However, 

when looking at this image, Ricci’s notes seem misplaced, for the picture is actually a 

depiction of the Miraculous Catching of Fish. There were two similar events that relate to 

fish catching in the miracles, one recorded in the Gospel of Luke, and the other one 

 
53 李 Li, “宗教传播中的图像误读Misreading of Image in the Religion Spreading, 114. 
54 Spence, The Memory Palace; Bailey, Art on the Jesuit Missions. 
55 Spence, The Memory Palace, 63, 131, 293, 306. 
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recorded in the Gospel of John and happening after the Resurrection. As what we saw 

from Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng in the first case study, we can also trace part of the 

original design back to Raphael’s famous tapestry cartoon or its engraving, particularly 

the image titled The Miraculous Draught of Fishes (Fig. 2-9) at the Victoria and Albert 

Museum today. In this image from Cheng Shi Mo Yuan, we see how Raphael’s partial 

design crossed the boundary of the European continent, passing through the hands of the 

Wierix brothers and missionaries, this canonical art creation eventually reaching China 

through these mediations and peregrinations. 

 Still, only a few contemporary scholars tried to look behind Ricci’s ‘confusion,’ 

that is, the apparent disjunction of his identifying label and the actual narrative moment 

shown in the album.56 For a Jesuit theologian to replace the story behind this print seems 

intentional. If we take it seriously with Ricci’s text identifying this is a picture of Jesus 

Walking on Water, we can find one sentence from Ricci’s notes, “天主援其手曰：少信

者何以疑乎,” which was undoubtedly a direct translation from the Book of Matthew 

14:31, “Immediately Jesus reached out his hand and caught him. ‘You of little faith,’ he 

said, ‘why did you doubt?’” Then, Ricci must also be aware that the story of Jesus 

Walking on Water’s key element is depicting Jesus on water as written in the Matthew 

14:26-30. Yet as we see in the ink-cake image translated from Anthony Wierix, Jesus is 

depicted standing on the shore, taken from another moment of an adjacent passage of 

Matthew in the story of the Miraculous Catching of Fishes.57 In fact, throughout the 

 
56 Obviously, many scholars have noticed the problem between the narrative essay and the image. 
However, not all of them intend to explain the meaning behind Ricci’s action. See Spence, The Memory 
Palace, 63; 李 Li, “宗教传播中的图像误读Misreading of Image in the Religion Spreading,” 115. 
57 In fact, by comparing texts from John 21:7, Peter was depicted in water because he “jumped” after 
witnessing Jesus performed the miracle. 
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whole narrative essay that Ricci provided for this image, we cannot find a single Chinese 

word specifying Jesus’ location in the image. By selectively translating this biblical story, 

Ricci got away with this ‘confusion’ without notice, for there was no Chinese Bible 

available at the time. After all, there likely would have been a limited number of images 

in Ricci’s own collection at the time of his meeting with Cheng in 1606; he must have 

fully studied these images, and he would certainly have understood their value. Hence, it 

is worth asking why Ricci risks putting his personal invention into a biblical narration 

when it was obviously a mismatch? The second image in this album might offer us an 

opportunity to answer that question.  

Titled by Ricci “Two Disciples Found the Truth, He Vanished into Space (Kong 

Xu) at Once 二徒闻实，即舍空虚 ” (Fig. 2-2), this print depicts a scene when Jesus 

appears after his Resurrection in front of two disciples who are on their way to Emmaus. 

In the background, we see western castles, as initially depicted in Wierix’s print. 

Surprisingly, we also see the Chinese carvers kept the continuous narration of Wierix, 

with the small dinner scene placed on the castle’s lower level, showing that Jesus joined 

the disciples’ generous offer for dinner. For this image, Ricci accepts the original 

narration from the Gospel of Luke. However, it is the choice of wording that troubles us 

again. In Luke 24:31, we have “he vanished out of their sight,” but for Ricci,  “he 

vanished into space at once 即舍空虚 (Fig. 2-10).” Here, Ricci used “Kong Xu 空虚” in 

reference to the “space” to which Jesus vanished.  

 In modern Chinese, the word “Kong Xu” usually refers to the feeling of emptiness 

and loneliness, but in ancient Chinese, it often refers to something unfulfilled or an 

illusion, as we can see in the classic Confucian text Mencius, where Mencius says “the 
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state would be empty (Kong Xu) if a ruler does not trust talented officials 不信仁贤，则

国空虚.”58 Similarly, the Tang Dynasty poet Wang Wei once wrote in his poem Dining 

with Monks from Fufushan 饭覆釜山僧, “why to trouble me with retiring, this life and 

this world are simply a glimpse of illusion (Kong Xu) 思归何必深，身世犹空虚.” 

However, the nature of Chinese grammar allows us to understand a word by reversing the 

order of two characters, which means “Kong Xu” is, in fact, “Xu Kong 虚空,” which 

means the void, the untouchable space, the sky.59 Where we can find the most references 

to this vocabulary are from Chinese Buddhist literature. For instance, in the first chapter 

of Verses on the Treasury of Abhidharma 阿比达摩俱舍论, translated by Xuanzang 玄

奘 (602-664), he used “Xu Kong” in reference to the void level in Buddhism, where there 

is no actual shape and boundary, a state of nothing but everything.60 In the Lotus Sutra 妙

法莲华经, we see a similar use of this term.61  

As a word with a strong connection to Chinese Buddhism, “Xu Kong” at first may 

not seem like a suitable term for Matteo Ricci to use in biblical narration. However, if he 

aimed to suggest the “space” where Jesus vanished into is Paradise in Christian terms and 

to a Chinese audience, then he could not have found a better word than “Xu Kong” in 

 
58 This quotation from the Mencius 孟子 comes from the chapter Jin Xin (Part Two) 尽心下, which 
discusses the importance for a monarch to trust its government officials. 
59 Cihai 辞海, 7th ed., s.v. “Xu Kong 虚空.” Cihai 辞海 is the professional lexicography for a Chinese 
language user. The explanation traced the early use of “Xu Kong” to Book of Jin 晋书, “日月众星，自然
浮生虚空之中” to suggest it carries the meaning of “the sky.” This quotation carries the influence of 
Chinese Buddhist ideology and the merging of Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism in the Jin Dynasty (265-
420). 
60 See the use of “Xu Kong” from the line “虚空但以无碍为性”. 
61 See the use of “Xu Kong” from the line “观一切法，皆无所有，犹如虚空，无有坚固” in the fifth 
chapter of the Lotus Sutra 妙法莲华经 卷第五, translated by Kumārajīva 鸠摩罗什 (344-431). 
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Chinese. I suggest that Ricci cleverly used the reversibility of Chinese grammar to get 

away with using a Buddhism-inflected term in a Christian context, as he did in reversing 

“Xu Kong” to “Kong Xu.” As mentioned earlier, Cheng Shi Mo Yuan also composed a 

bonus volume, which contained individual essays praising the art of inkmaking by 

famous literati from all around the nation. As one of the invited contributors, Ricci’s 

participation in both volumes proved that he was recognized as a comrade or member in 

this literati community already. By reversing the word and playing with Chinese 

grammar, Ricci not only allowed himself to be seen as an insider, but proves his talent 

with the language, as well. 

 By taking Matteo Ricci’s profound knowledge of Chinese culture and literature 

into our study, as demonstrated by this second example and the sophisticated use of “Xu 

Kong,” we can boldly assume that his linguistic choices in matching text and image in the 

first example were not mistakes at all but rather deliberate moves to change the 

description of the image of The Miracle Draught of Fishes into Jesus Walking on Water. 

To continue this discussion, we can also ask what if Ricci realized that his 

Chinese readers could potentially relate the first image to Buddhism, if he were correctly 

to describe this print as depicting the fish-catching, and therefore sought to avoid that 

blending of figures? There is, in fact, a Buddhist association with that act. Connecting 

Christian figures to Buddhism has been noticed since the first arrival of the Franciscans, 

and it continuously caused issues and undesirable complications during the mission of the 

Jesuits. One of the common problems was the confusion between Mary and Guanyin 观

音, the bodhisattva who symbolizes piety and compassion and a Buddha who eventually 

became a folk goddess among Chinese Buddhist laypeople. 
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 In the beginning, when Buddhism first came to China from India, the image of 

Guanyin was depicted as a male. Starting in the Tang Dynasty, we gradually saw 

Guanyin being transformed into a female goddess figure.62 One of her many abilities 

included having thirty-two different appearances in the mortal world.63 Though it is not 

directly counted as one of the appearances mentioned in The Śūraṅgama Sutra 楞严经, 

Guanyin with a fishing basket 鱼篮观音 is a common depiction in Chinese painting and 

sculptural arts. For instance, the Palace Museum holds a bronze statue of Guanyin with a 

fishing basket from 1524 (Fig. 2-11). The renowned Yuan Dynasty painter Zhao Mengfu 

赵孟頫 (1254-1322) also painted a scroll of Guanyin with fishing basket,which is now 

in the collection of the National Palace Museum, Taipei (Fig. 2-12).These artifacts 

demonstrate how widely the image and legends of Guanyin’s different appearances 

circulated within China. This specific appearance of the bodhisattva, Guanyin with a 

fishing basket, does not carry the same meaning as we see from the Christian narration of 

Jesus performing miracles in catching fishes. However, prosperity in food production, in 

both agriculture and fisheries, are always common wishes for Chinese Buddhist 

laypeople, and it would explain why Ricci did not want to focus on the element of fish. 

Therefore, I argue that Ricci changed the meaning of the image by taking a passage from 

an adjacent episode of the story instead. In doing so, the Jesus from the first image 

 
62 Maria Reis-Habito, “Maria-Kannon: Mary, Mother of God, in Buddhist Guise,” Marian Studies, 47 
(1996): 53. 
63 See line “令我身成，三十二应，入诸国土” in the Śūraṅgama Sutra, the 6th Chapter. In the Lotus 
Sutra, it also states that Guanyin can have up to thirty-three different appearances depending on the 
situation, see Reis-Habito, Maria-Kannon, 53. 
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of Cheng Shi Mo Yuan would not have caused any confusion to the viewers of the ink-

cake book in China. 

 Ricci would not be the only missionary who paid careful attention to the 

similarities between Mary and Guanyin, not only in their artistic appearance but also for 

their spiritual function. After the persecution of Christians in Japan, the Hidden 

Christians (隠れキリシタン Kakure Kirishitan) used the confusion to their advantage.64 

When worshipping the small sculpture of Mary, they were less likely to be caught as long 

as they proclaimed it as a sculpture of Guanyin (Fig. 2-13 and Fig. 2-14). Therefore, a 

word developed—“Maria-Kannon”—to describe the sculptures being produced for this 

purpose.65  

 The making of the “Maria-Kannon” took advantage of the similarity between 

depictions of Mary and Guanyin, one is the Mary and Child and the other one is Guanyin 

and Child (Fig. 2-14).66 The similarities between these two depictions were even more 

likely to cause confusion, and it leads us back to the fourth and final Christian image 

(Fig. 2-4) in Cheng Shi Mo Yuan. 

 In this last image of the album, we see a banner at the top titled this image as 

“Tian Chu” (early Chinese text should read from right to left) in Latin notation, above an 

image of the Virgin Mary and Child, with two angels fluttering on both sides (Fig. 2-16). 

 
64 When Franciscan’s mission abruptly ended in the end of the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), I assume that 
some converted Chinese Christians experienced a long “hidden” time in order to pass on their beliefs to 
generations, too. See Arnold, Princely Gifts and Papal Treasures, 143-145. 
65 Kannon, the Latinized transcription of the Japanese word, 観音, is the same Buddhist figure as discussed 
above. There are different versions of the Latinized spelling, including Kwanon, which is the origin of the 
world-renowned Japanese camera brand, Canon. This name was translated by Xuanzang, as well, and took 
the same way of writing as Buddhism in China, Japan, and Korea. The literal meaning of the bodhisattva’s 
name means “[the One Who] Observes the Voices of the World.” For further discussion on Maria-Kannon, 
see Reis-Habito, Maria-Kannon, 51. 
66 Reis-Habito, Maria-Kannon, 59. 
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Scholars such as Chen Huei-Hong have already identified that the origin of this image is 

from the painted icon Virgen de La Antigua (Fig. 2-15) of the Seville Cathedral, Spain.67 

Along with scholars like Bailey, art historians now generally accept it as a copy of a 

Japanese remake from Nagasaki, where it is close to the Jesuit seminary found by 

Giovanni Niccolò in Kumamoto, 1583.68 The mystery left for scholars today mostly 

surrounds whether Matteo Ricci is the donor of this printed image as it appears 

reproduced with modifications in the ink-cake album. However, it is rather the title 

attached to this image that I wish to discuss here.  

 As the banner in the image itself points out, this is an image of “Tian Chu,” two 

Latin notations that refer to “the Lord of the Heaven” (Fig. 2-16). Though these two Latin 

notations are not readable for Chinese readers without corresponding Chinese characters, 

it is still possible to interpret them by looking for the same notations from previous pages 

of Ricci’s writing. In the third image of this album which was initially based on a van de 

Passe print, we can find that the corresponding Chinese words for “Tian Chu” are indeed 

“the Lord of Heaven 天主.” However, by comparing the writings, I do not think Ricci 

himself wrote this title on the last image. It appears to be similar to Ricci’s font, but it 

slightly misses the round stroke in Ricci’s handwriting, which further suggests that this 

could be an image that Cheng Dayue included at a later time. Based on Fang Hao’s 

record of how popular it was to imitate Ricci’s Latin letters, it seems possible and 

reasonable that the carver or printer added these letters himself.69 Still, there is a 

 
67 ! Chen, “World-Historical Contexts of the Virgin Mary Seen from Two Seventeenth-Century Sources,” 
382. 
68 Ibid., 383. See also, Bailey, Art on the Jesuit Mission, 66. 
69 李 Li, “宗教传播中的图像误读Misreading of Image in the Religion Spreading,” 114. 
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challenge in understanding this image, for the “Tian Chu” word is not accompanied by 

any Chinese characters as Ricci wrote for the other three images. Even if there were 

Chinese characters beside the title, who does “Tian Chu” (the Lord of the Heaven) refer 

to in this image? According to the composition, this phrase would seem at first to refer to 

the woman in the center—the Virgin Mary—causing potential confusion in the 

translation and for Chinese viewers. 

 The Hidden Christians in Japan embraced the similar virtues between Mary and 

Guanyin without devaluing the importance of baby Jesus.70 However, in Cheng Shi Mo 

Yuan, this picture does not focus on Jesus at all. It is difficult to tell whether Jesus is the 

central figure of the image, or if both Mary and the Baby Jesus are “the Lord of the 

Heaven.” The ambiguous attitude and confusion between Mary and Guanyin remained an 

unresolved issue in Chinese Christian art, though Mary has remained the patron saint of 

China until today.71 

 The mysterious scroll at the Field Museum, Chicago, is another example of the 

natural connection between Mary and Guanyin. As it is often referred to by scholars as 

the “Madonna Scroll” (Fig. 2-18), this image raises an ongoing debate on what or who is 

depicted in this work, since the figure portrayed shares similarities with both Mary and 

 
70 See Reis-Habito, Maria-Kannon, 60. 
71 On the remaining façade of the St. Paul’s Cathedral (Ruínas de São Paulo 大三巴牌坊) in Macau, Mary 
is depicted standing on a creature with a Chinese inscription carved beside it, identifying her as “Holy 
Mother Stepping on the Dragon Head 圣母踏龙头” (Fig. 2-17). This façade inscription links Mary to the 
Apocalyptic Woman in the Sun, for the figure depicted shows a small female figure on a seven-headed 
creature, reminiscent of a scene from the Book of Revelation. The image and accompanying inscription 
also appeal to people who want to make a connection between Mary and Guanyin, as the dragon and 
Guanyin are both divine figures from common mythical stories. It is natural to associate the underlying 
similarities between the two female figures when they were depicted right on the front of, at one time, the 
grandest church of the Jesuits in the Far East. See Bailey, Art on the Jesuit Missions, 86. 
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Guanyin.72 Though it is generally agreed that this painting is based on the Byzantine icon 

Salus Populi Romani (Fig. 2-19), its iconography also suitably comports with that of the 

traditional Chinese image, Guanyin with Child 送子观音. It is a familiar image circulated 

in China representing people’s wish for a male inheritance. This powerful image also 

went across the ocean and became a popular image of Guanyin in Japan, in fact, precisely 

where the Japanese Maria-Kannon came from. In addition, as we see from the gravestone 

of Katarina Vilioni (Fig. 2-20) from Yangzhou, the image of the Madonna of Humility 

also carries undoubted similarities with Guanyin with Child.73 With the improvement in 

digital communication and globalization, viewers today may easily identify the difference 

between Mary and Guanyin, even if they are not believers of either said religion. 

However, these cases remind us that we must historicize viewing conditions and 

reimagine the reception of the work from the audience’s time period in which the work 

was produced and viewed, as once discussed by Michael Baxandall. If we take into 

consideration the initial audiences who viewed the Chicago scroll in the late Ming or the 

early Qing dynasty, how many of them actually had the ability to read it as a Mary and 

Child instead of a Guanyin with Child?  

 Again, it drives us to think when Cheng Dayue as the producer added the text 

“Tian Chu” above this final Christian image, what exactly was conveyed to his readers? 

Viewers would need to flip back several pages of the album in order to decode the 

meaning of this latinized notation. Even so, could they faithfully have constructed the 

 
72 Jamie Kelly, “Mysterious Madonna and Child Scroll,” The Field Museum (blog), December 22, 2016, 
https://www.fieldmuseum.org/blog/mysterious-madonna-and-child-scroll. 
73 Both Arnold and Clarke mentioned the depiction of Madonna of Humility in China. See Arnold, Princely 
Gifts and Papal Treasures, 134. See also, Clarke, The Virgin Mary, 25. 
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new definition of “the Lord of Heaven?” I have strong doubts about it, and I believe Ricci 

may have had the same hesitation in explaining it as well, whether this was a source 

image he donated or whether it was provided by the others.  

  By presenting this case, we see that there were intentional changes that Matteo 

Ricci made in describing the images that he provided to Cheng Dayue, who himself was 

an active agent holding the key position of running a printing press at this time. Even 

though Ricci’s intention seems to have entailed differentiating Christianity from 

Buddhism, the information he conveyed through Cheng Shi Mo Yuan eventually diluted 

the core of the Christian story that was being depicted in these images. The unanticipated 

result was that the Jesuit mission of proselytizing Christian truth was hurt the moment 

Ricci implemented his own translating and deliberate ‘mistranslating’ practice. This is 

one example that may have contributed to the overall failure of the Jesuits’ mission in 

China. 
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CASE STUDY THREE: RUBENS’ PORTRAIT OF NICOLAS TRIGAULT 

 
 

The previous case studies examined two different modes of cultural translation 

where issues of localization mattered: first, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng 诵念珠规程 

drastically supplemented their prototype images with local Chinese elements to aid in 

converting its Chinese readers; second, in Cheng Shi Mo Yuan 程氏墨苑, Chinese 

artisans creating woodblocks for the Chinese medium of ink-cake designs did practically 

the opposite by maintaining the original European elements as much as possible in their 

reproductions. In these two cases localization and translation happen almost 

simultaneously, but this third case will offer a different example of how the dynamics of 

exchange and communication functioned among Jesuits in China. This final case study 

will examine a portrait drawing of the Jesuit missionary Nicolas Trigault, which 

represents a two-step process of augmentation: Trigault first submitted to a process of 

localization by presenting himself in an authentic Chinese costume. Then that self-

presentation was translated into a drawing in 1617 using Western European materials 

through the hand of the most famous Flemish artist of his time, Peter Paul Rubens (Fig. 

3-1). By studying this image, we step one foot out of the physical boundary of China or 

Chinese art, and begin to view cultural translation from a different point of view. The last 

case is not only a great example of viewing the “in-betweenness” of artifacts that were 

created during the Sino-Jesuits exchanges, but also a crucial point by which to understand 

the failure of their ultimate mission. 

 Jesuits’ cultural translation and localization methods were not limited to image-

making; their focus on acquiring language skills and their daily dressing represent other 
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outlets of communication in evangelizing China. When Michele Ruggieri (1543-1607) 

and Matteo Ricci first arrived in Zhaoqing, China, they dressed themselves as Buddhist 

monks in order to present their religious identity in a way that would be understood by 

local Chinese citizens.74 They switched their garments to the scholarly robes of the literati 

class, after they realized that monks did not necessarily hold a highly esteemed position 

in Ming society. This was done to associate themselves with a higher social class and the 

Chinese millennium-long elite lifestyle and education of those recognized as scholars.75 

Rubens’s intriguing drawing, in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, shows 

us how the Jesuits practiced this dress-as-local approach in a very immediate way. The 

sitter of the drawing is identifiable as Nicolas Trigault, the Flemish Jesuit missionary who 

traveled to China to spread the Gospel; following Michele Ruggieri, Trigault was the 

second Jesuit missionary in China to present his experience in Rome.76  

In Rubens’ drawing, Trigault stands straight up with his body turned towards his 

left at a three-quarter profile. He wears a scholarly robe, or Daopao 道袍, along with a 

hat that rises tall. On the upper right corner of the image there is an inscription by Rubens 

addressing color (Fig. 3-2): “Note that the dark colour is not peculiar to Chinese scholars 

 
74 Ronnie Po-chia Hsia, “Becoming Li Madou: Ruggieri, Ricci, Longobardo and the Making of the Jesuit 
China Mission,” in New Perspectives in the Studies on Matteo Ricci, ed. Filippo Mignini (Macerata: 
Quodlibet, 2019), 32-33. 
75 Alessandro Valignano, the supervisor who oversaw the Jesuit mission in the Far East, was informed and 
was the one who officially sanctioned the policy. Ricci and Trigault, China in the Sixteenth Century, 258-
259. 
76 Though Michele Ruggieri was the first Jesuit missionary who set foot in the land of China and the first of 
his cohorts to return to Rome, but fail to report his knowledge to a Pope. After Ruggieri arrived in Europe 
in 1589, both Pope Sixtus V and his successor, Pope Urban VII, passed away in the following year; and the 
next several pontiffs did not survive long enough to deal with the matters of the Jesuit mission in China. 
Therefore, Ruggieri’s return to Europe did not meet the expectation in bringing an official embassy from 
Rome to Beijing. In Ricci’s record, he expressed his sympathy to his former instructor. However, some of 
Ricci’s records cannot be backed up by facts and other reliable records; for instance, Ricci noted that 
Ruggieri brought back the crown of the Chinese emperor [to show the Pontiff and the Catholic Kings, 
which does not seem likely. See Ricci and Trigault, China in the Sixteenth Century, 194.  
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but to the Fathers of the Society of Jesus, except for the blue facings which are common 

to all. The Chinese, furthermore, do not use one colour only in their clothing, but any 

colour they like, except yellow, which is reserved for the King [or Emperor],” and 

“Trigault S.J., drawn on the 17th of January.”77 The inscription demonstrates Rubens’ 

self-aware participation in the overall translation project from his area of expertise as an 

artist and master colorist, and it testifies to his actual encounter with Trigault. His 

inscription also lends an sense of documentation, as if archiving this image with 

explanation of unfamiliar garb and sitter for future beholders. 

Eastern Asians were not as rare in Western artworks as previously assumed 

throughout Western art history. From Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s fresco in Siena (Fig. 3-3 

and 3-4) to Mantegna’s early sixteenth century Adoration of the Magi (Fig. 3-5), Asian 

faces and representations of Chinese artifacts made appearances in the Western world 

from time to time.78 However, in this drawing for the first time we witness an 

astonishingly accurate portrayal of an East Asian costume, albeit one worn by a European 

Christian. 

 In the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s online introduction, Trigault is misidentified 

as wearing a “Korean cap.”79 However, the headwear depicted is a Chinese jin 巾, as 

mentioned in Trigault’s correspondence, and here it is identifiable as a common kind 

used among the literati group, Sifang Pinding Jin 四方平定巾, which means the Hat of 

 
77 Translation by Anne-Marie Logan. Anne-Marie Logan and Liam M. Brockey, “Nicolas Trigault, SJ: A 
Portrait by Peter Paul Rubens,” Metropolitan Museum Journal 38 (2003): 157–10. Similar records of the 
color on clothing can be found in Ricci and Trigault, China in the Sixteenth Century, 69. 
78 Arnold, Princely Gifts and Papal Treasures, 82. 
79 See https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/337844. 
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Serenity in Four Directions (Fig. 3-6).80 As this name of the hat suggested, this particular 

jin associates the wearer directly to the Confucian scholars, also referred to as Chinese 

literati, to the responsibility of protecting the Chinese Emperor’s realm through both 

liturgical and spiritual aspects.81  

 A well-known legend explains the origin of Sifang Pinding Jin. In 1370, a scholar 

named Yang Weizheng 杨维桢 (1296-1370) was summoned by the first emperor of the 

Ming Dynasty, Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元璋 (1328-1398). When the Emperor asked Yang 

about the design of the hat he wore, Yang replied, “the hat’s four walls resemble the 

long-lasting peace and security of Your Highness’s realm.”82 It pleased the Emperor and 

therefore was accepted as the standard and typical hat worn by Chinese scholars 

throughout the Ming Dynasty. The box shape, with its four equally high sides, was 

intended to create a sense of stability. In Chinese culture, the number four also references 

the four directions of the world, which is also a metaphor for the expanse of the 

Emperor’s realm. Thus, when the Emperor heard the explanation by Yang, he was 

genuinely pleased by the scholar’s loyalty and sincerity.83 By giving the cap an enticing 

name, it was quickly adapted by Chinese literati, the social group with whom Ricci and 

 
80 Trigault’s correspondence found in Biblioteca de Ajuda in Lisbon, see Dunne, “What Happened to the 
Chinese Liturgy?,” 5. Though never named specifically, this square-shaped hat is mentioned multiple times 
by Ricci and Trigault in China in the Sixteenth Century, 78, 275, 337.  
81 In this chapter, I shall continuously use terms including “Confucious scholar” or “Chinese literatus” to 
refer to the higher educated social class that the Jesuits tried to associate themselves with starting around 
1594. In Chinese, this group is traditionally known as the Shidafu 士大夫. In the past, a civilian could 
potentially join this class by passing the annual Keju 科举 exam. Although, as ideal as the exam was 
initially designed, blood and family lineage were still crucial factors for entering this class. Trigault offered 
a short paragraph on this matter as well, see Ricci and Trigault, China in the Sixteenth Century, 260. 
82 杜学峰 Xuefeng Du, “朱元璋的‘服饰政治,’” 文史春秋 Wen Shi Chun Qiu, no. 4 (April 2013): 47. 
83 The story originally recorded by Gu Yanwu 顾炎武 (1613-1682), a well-known scholar of the Qing 
Dynasty and Ricci’s contemporary, in Rizhi Lu 日知录, the 28th scroll of Discussion over the 
Miscellaneous 卷二十八 论杂事. Also, see 杜 Du, “朱元璋的‘服饰政治,’” 47. 
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Trigault were later vying to be associated as fellow educated scholars. Rather than being 

identified as religious men akin to Buddhist monks, whom the Jesuits had previously 

imitated in costume, the missionaries chose to use knowledge and philosophy in order to 

win over converts in a higher social class (Fig. 3-6).  

 In his drawing, Rubens also captures the quality and material of the jin. A Sifang 

Pinding Jin is commonly made of black voile, a lightweight and low profile fabric similar 

to lace for the purpose of presenting prudence and thriftiness. Noticeable on the lower 

edge of the hat is the trace of a Wang Jin 网巾, the hair net used by Ming Chinese males 

to stabilize the hair on their forehead; it was common practice that individuals should 

always cover their heads as a sign of humility. 

 It is reasonable to assume that Jesuit missionaries like Ricci and Trigault chose 

this hat among many other options for its political meaning and status. To wear this 

particular jin would not in any way have been considered blasphemy or overstepping the 

monarchy; on the contrary, the Chinese scholars who wore them, just like soldiers, 

carried the responsibility of keeping the Emperor’s nation united and secured it in both 

liturgical and spiritual ways. As a way to penetrate the higher classes within China, and 

ultimately, to reach the ruler of this nation, the wearing of this hat demonstrates the 

determination and savvy strategy of Jesuit missionaries. Additionally, Sifang Pinding Jin 

is not designed to be overly ornamental. The dark voile and its soft texture limited the 

usage of embroideries, which were often used in other popular jin designs. This lack of 

decoration exhibited by the jin also corresponded well with the qualities of austerity and 

restraint, consistent with both the Confucious scholars and the Jesuits’ beliefs in 

abstinence from luxuries. The hat can also be worn in two ways: either frontally or 
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diagonally. The often tall height of the hat symbolized the depth of knowledge that was 

personified by the literati. Its Chinese origin—and the European awareness with its 

Chinese origin—is further evidenced by its appearance in two European printed books: 

Arnoldus Montanus’ Relation of Remarkable Passages in Two Embassies from the East-

India Company (London, 1671) and Pieter Boudewyn van der Aa’s La galerie agreable 

du monde (Leiden, 1729) (Figs. 3-7 and 3-8-a).84 

 On Trigault’s body, we also see an accurate depiction of a Chinese Daopao, a 

specific kind of robe commonly worn by male scholars, as mentioned in Ricci and 

Trigault’s De Christiana expeditione apud Sinasas.85 Other depictions of Daopao can be 

seen in many Chinese portraits and the actual remains of the robes found at the Confucian 

Temple in Qufu, Shandong (Fig. 3-9-a and 3-9-b).86 In fact, the way the Chinese Daopao 

shapes the wearer’s waistline is not entirely different from the Jesuit’s traditional cassock 

as seen in Georgetown University Library Archive.87 The heavy design and the visually 

swallowing effect on Daopao show the generous use of high-quality silk for the tailoring. 

Unlike in some European costumes, which often express their tailoring methods by fitting 

closely to the male body, Chinese costumes usually work the other way, as noted by 

Robert E. Harrist, Jr.88 The elongated and puffy sleeve, Pipa Xiu 琵琶袖, in Rubens’ 

 
84 It is an interesting case to see the same image being used in two very different publications. It suggests 
that some travel books of China produced in 17th-18th Century Europe share the same source images. 
85 See Ricci and Trigault, China in the Sixteenth Century, 77. 
86 Shasha Cui 崔莎莎 and Xiaodong Hu 胡晓东, “孔府旧藏明代男子服饰结构选例分析,” 服饰导刊 
Fashion Guide, no. 1 (February 2016): 61–67. 
87 Ann Galloway, “In Priestly Fashion: Jesuit Cassocks in the University Archives,” Georgetown University 
Library (blog), June 17, 2016, https://library.georgetown.edu/special-collections/archives/priestly-fashion-
jesuit-cassocks-university-archives. 
88 Robert E. Harrist Jr., “Clothes Make the Man: Dress, Modernity, and Masculinity in China ca. 1912–
1937,” in Body and Face in Chinese Visual Culture, ed. Wu Hung and Katherine R. Tsiang, 1st ed., vol. 
239 (Harvard University Asia Center, 2005), 175. 
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depiction of Trigault, is supposed to cover the hand while moving, to present the wearer’s 

modesty. Modesty was one of the essential virtues and a basic requirement for a well-

trained Confucian scholar. As Rubens highlighted in the inscription, the Jesuit’s choice of 

color reflects their understanding of behavior, emphasizing themselves as elegant and 

decent scholarly men of society. For other local Chinese literati, with the loosening of the 

sumptuary laws in late Ming and vast availability of fabrics and dyes, the choice of color 

corresponded to Rubens’ note on the drawing. For instance, in a small portrait of Wen 

Zhengming 文徵明 (1470-1559) (Fig. 3-10), one of the most exemplary Ming artists and 

scholars, Wen was depicted in a light red Daopao with a turquoise outer long jacket 

known as Changyi 氅衣.89 Ricci likely picked the color of purple at first when he tried on 

the Daopao, for the purpose of matching it to the blue or violet clothing he may have 

worn while studying in Rome.90 

 Trigault’s return to Europe from China, which made his visit to Rubens’ studio 

possible, was predicated on the command by Niccolò Longobardo (1559-1654), the 

procurator of the Chinese mission at the time and Ricci’s successor, to report back to 

Rome in order to recruit and raise funds for their base in China. More importantly, the 

Jesuits in China hoped to gain papal permission to cover their heads (not strictly with the 

Sifang Pinding Jin) during the Mass.91 Though Trigault had only been settled in China 

for two years, he succeeded in proving to the Pope the importance of Rome’s continued 

investment in the Jesuits’ Chinese mission and the benefits of furthering their practice of 

 
89 薛龙春 Longchun Xue, 三吴墨妙: 近墨堂藏明代江南书法 Ink Wonders of San Wu: Masterpieces of 
Ming Calligraphy from Jinmotang Collection, 2 vols. (Hangzhou: Zhejiang University Press, 2020), 212. 
90 Spence, The Memory Palace, 115-116.  
91 See Dunne, “What Happened to the Chinese Liturgy?,” 4. Also, Logan and Brockey, “Nicolas Trigault, 
SJ,”162. 
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dressing as locals. Trigault sought from his meeting permission from Pope Paul V to 

wear the jin, but was also granted consent to celebrate Mass in Chinese.92 After his papal 

meeting, he started to tour around his homeland in the Low Countries to drum up the 

necessary financial support from local wealthy individuals. During this fundraising 

campaign Rubens produced Trigault’s portrait drawing.  

 In this drawing, we see a man who looks a well-trained Confucious scholar, who 

is able to gain respect from his well-dressed manner. Based on the length of his beard he 

fashions himself to be knowledgeable. According to Chinese understandings of 

physiognomy, growing a long and full beard is always considered outer evidence of one’s 

wisdom and knowledge.93 Overall, the portrayal is of a confident Catholic man, 

knowledgeable and competent. Though we do not know if Trigault ever presented 

himself in Chinese costume while meeting with the Pope, it is reasonable to believe that 

he chose to be depicted in this costume before Rubens as a means of identifying his 

dedicated work in China. This way of presenting himself served as a form of 

advertisement and promotion for his mission. Trigault’s adoption of local dress expressed 

the success of his assertion into a once unknown, and still mostly unknown, country in 

the Far East. Furthermore, it provided hope for the Jesuits, that they might finally succeed 

in their larger mission to convert another Far East nation, especially after their traumatic 

losses in Japan. 

 
92 The Papal Decree used “ji-jin” instead of “jin” in Latin. I supposed the former term corresponds to “系
巾” in Chinese, which should be the same meaning as “jin” in my discussion. Decrees were issued after 
meetings of the Holy Office from January 15, March 26, and June 27 of 1615. See Dunne, “What 
Happened to the Chinese Liturgy?,” 5. 
93 Nadine Amsler, Jesuits and Matriarchs: Domestic Worship in Early Modern China, 1st ed. (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 2018), 26-27. 
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 Trigault shows his deep understanding of how “clothes make a man 人靠衣装” in 

Chinese society, as noted by his contemporary 17th-century scholar Shen Zijin 沈自晋.94 

Though Rubens never carried out the drawing into a complete painting, as likely intended 

for such a study with careful notations of color, it is worth pondering whether Trigault’s 

possible audience in Europe, including potentially Pope Paul V, would have understood 

the actual weight of meaning in the details of this Chinese dress. Interestingly, the 

drawing also offers us a visual source to see how the missionary might have presented 

himself to a Chinese audience, no longer in the clothing of a poor and dull Buddhist 

monk, but cloaked as a literatus under his western face. For these reasons, as well as for 

his profound knowledge of Chinese literature, Matteo Ricci and his fellow missionaries, 

including Trigault, were often called, Xi Ru 西儒, as the Western Confucianist. Trigault 

distinctly continued with this strategy for his own image and self-presentation, and then 

made a point to have that image actualized in visual represented form by the renowned 

Rubens. 

 Clothing makes a man, indeed, but as Ricci and Trigault have illustrated, living as 

a real Confucianist took more than just material displays. The Jesuit missionaries tried to 

embrace the ideology and philosophy of Confucianism in all ways possible, from their 

way of traveling in the city streets, to the proper conducting of a funeral.95 As Xu 

Guangqi 徐光启, the famous Chinese literatus and a follower of Ricci, said when 

explaining the core basis of Christian ideology in China, “Ciue Fo Pu Giu 驱佛补儒,” 

 
94 See Shen Zijin 沈自晋 (1583-1665), Wanghuting Ji 望湖亭记, Chapter 10th 第十出. 
95 See Dawn Odell, “Clothing, Customs, and Mercantilism: Dutch and Chinese Ethnographies in the 
Seventeenth Century,” Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek (NKJ)/Netherlands Yearbook for History of 
Art 53 (2002): 138-159, esp. 144. 
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which means to drive away Buddhism and replenish Confucianism.96 Both Ricci and Xu, 

two dedicated literati reformers combined with Christianity and Confucianism, were also 

once captured by Athanasius Kircher in his China Illustrata published in Amsterdam, 

1667 (Fig. 3-11). Whether the missionaries genuinely believed that there was a bridge 

between Christianity and Confucianism, or they simply wanted to use Confucianism as 

an outer disguise, they inevitably met with some conflicts. In the next few paragraphs, I 

will demonstrate that it was an essential conflict between Christianity and Confucianism 

that eventually fractured the core of the Jesuits’ mission in China.  

 This drawing itself contains an unavoidable conflict of which its European 

audiences might have been unaware. Sifang Pinding Jin might seem to be a modest and 

clever choice of costume for Jesuit missionaries in order to associate themselves with the 

literati group at first, but this is the very Jin that also reflects the Confucian’s virtue of 

Zhongjun 忠君, which symbolizes that a wearer should always be respectful and loyal to 

the emperor. This virtue, as already discussed, is derived from the legend of Sifang 

Pinding Jin’s origins, which in turn brings up an ironic paradox for the Jesuits: the 

emperor was considered the Son of God 天子, akin to how Jesus was viewed in 

Christianity. How then could or should the missionaries be expected to obey the 

diverging rules of both?  

 
96 For “Ciue Fo Pu Giu,” see Ricci and Trigault, China in the Sixteenth Century, 448. Joseph R. Levenson 
seems to hold a similar view of the compatibility between Confucianism and Christianity, and it is worth 
discussing whether the Jesuits were interested in participating in a larger conversation that could potentially 
bridge Christianity with all local religions in China. See Joseph R. Levenson, Confucian China and Its 
Modern Fate, vol. 1: The Problem of Intellectual Continuity, 3 vols. (London: Routledge and Paul, 1958), 
120; Weststeijn, “Sinarum Gentes...Omnium Sollertissimae,” 25. 
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An examination of a visual translation like Trigault’s drawing by Rubens cannot 

ignore changes in linguistic translations that occurred simultaneously. Concerned about 

fraying connections to Confucian doctrine, the Jesuits borrowed the Chinese devotion of 

“the Celestial 天” in order to draw associations with it and their idea of “the Almighty.”97 

Therefore, they translated the Latin word “Deus” into “the Lord of the Heaven 天主” and 

told people that “Catholicism” is the “Belief and Teaching of the Lord of the Heaven 天

主教.” It was a brilliant strategy in offering a contrasting picture of how a monotheistic 

God could be viewed by laymen who were accustomed to the teachings of Buddhism and 

Taoism.98 However, it was also a dangerous attempt to borrow the concept of “the 

Heaven” or “the Celestial,” since it was always up to the monarch to define these 

traditional and holy ideological terms.99 These delicate concepts presented a challenge, 

for endeavoring to shift people’s devotional focus towards a foreign religion made the 

monarch naturally doubt the Jesuits’ motivations. The duality of both divinity and 

humanity in the Chinese monarchy was one of the obstacles the Jesuits encountered, and 

when the Jesuits offered commentary on Chinese monarchies, they seemed to have had a 

hard time in justifying themselves without attacking the core beliefs of their local 

audiences. For example, missionary Giulio Aleni (1582-1649) was questioned once by 

 
97 See 利玛窦 Matteo Ricci and 金尼阁 Nicolas Trigault, 利玛窦中国札记, ed. Zhaowu He, trans. Gaoji 
He, Zunzhong Wang, and Shen Li (Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 2010), 23-24. 
98 How to properly translate the theological terms into Chinese was a continuedly discussed topic among 
the missionary communities in China. For instance, Matteo Ricci’s successor, Niccolò Longobardo, offered 
his opinion in 1623 in Portuguese. R. Po-Chia Hsia also extended the discussion by bringing in the ideas of 
the two Hexagrams of Taiji 太极, Qian 乾 and Kun 坤. Hsia, “Becoming Li Madou,” 38-40. 
99 Concerning the definition of some Chinese terms, including the so-called “the Celestial” or even “the 
Celestial Realm,” scholars who examines Classical Chinese monarchy and its system may offer more 
insights over this issue. See 渡边信一郎 Shinichiro Watanabe, 中国古代的王权与天下秩序, trans. 徐冲 
Chong Xu (上海 Shanghai: 上海人民出版社 Shanghai People’s Press, 2021). 
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Huang Zhen 黄贞, a Fujianese who vehemently opposed Christianity, about what he 

thought of the well-respected ancient King Wen of Zhou Dynasty 周文王 (1125 BC-1051 

BC). Aleni supposedly answered that, “I am afraid that King Wen had gone to hell [for 

having multiple spouses] 文王亦怕已入地狱去了.”100 Aleni’s comment was a serious 

accusation towards the Chinese monarch even two thousand years after King Wen’s 

death, and it is hard to imagine that any Confucianist would dare to agree with him.  

At a later time, the potential danger of Christianity to threaten the righteous reign 

of the Chinese monarch was often used as an excuse to initiate conflicts between 

Christian missionaries and the local Chinese government, as seen in the Nanjing Incident 

of 1616 南京教案.101 On the other hand, as Jonathan D. Spence has noted, there is a 

delicate difference between loyalty and sycophancy when facing the Chinese authority; 

for instance, Michele Ruggieri once suggested finding a living ostrich in order to please 

the emperor.102 These cases suggest that though Jesuits were aligning themselves with the 

ruling class, they still had core conflicts that caused the Chinese community to 

continuously view the missionaries as outsiders. 

 The comment made by Aleni over polygamy in the Chinese monarchy reveals 

another issue that the missionaries would confront by becoming members of the 

monarchy’s literati. In the previous case study of Cheng Shi Mo Yuan, the image by 

Crispijn van de Passe depicting the destruction of Sodom was recarved and deployed for 

 
100 田海华 Haihua Tian, “明末天主教对中国传统道德观念的文化渗入：以反对纳妾为例 Acculturation 
of Catholicism to Chinese Traditional Morality in Late Ming: Anti-concubinage as a Case Study,” 宗教学
研究 Religious Studies, no. 4 (2007): 172-177, at 173. 
101 吴戈 Ge Wu, “南京教案与福建教案对明代天主教传教行动的影响,” 学海 Academia Bimestrie, no. 1 
(2016): 195–200. 
102 Spence, The Memory Palace, 188-189. 
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Ricci’s commentary on the obscenity issue in Chinese society, as it was titled Fast Fire 

from the Sky for Those Who Drown in Lust and Bawdry 淫色秽气，自速天火 (Fig. 2-3). 

Though it seemingly has little connection to other images Ricci provided in the album, its 

inclusion should not be surprising when considering late Ming society, as I shall explain 

in the following paragraphs. Normally, as a faithful follower of Confucianism, one 

should have a restrained sexual desire, and one’s sexual passion should always be 

directed to the creation of posterity. However, by placing themselves within the upper-

level of the Late Ming society, Ricci and Trigault would have encountered many cases of 

polygamous marriages for the purposes of vanity and physical pleasure as seen in 

paintings of the Royal harem (Fig. 3-12). In addition, the Jesuits would no doubt have 

faced the hidden culture of homoeroticism in the Daopao-dressed community. 

 To be fair, at the beginning, Ricci and Trigault might not have seen the potential 

conflicts when they abandoned the Buddhist’s Jiasha for the literati’s Daopao. 

Confucianism had been practiced for over a thousand years in China before Ricci’s 

arrival. Still, as he may have noticed, Confucianism philosophy and practice were 

constantly modified through generations of studies and annotations. Those modifications 

often revealed the hypocritical side of this very class in Chinese society: on the one hand, 

the literati were a group of honored Confucianist scholars who considered restrained 

sexual desire a virtue; on the other hand, many of them held private harems with both 

men and women. Many literati who had a history of having unacceptable marriages were 

still welcomed by the Jesuits; in the spirit of the Council of Trent, the Church was not 

supposed to reject anyone. Yet the missionaries in China were less accepting of women 
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who were forced to participate in these polygamous marriages.103 In fact, the Jesuits’ 

welcoming hospitality was mostly directed towards people whom they considered 

potential benefactors, which meant well-resourced males.  

Li Zhizao 李之藻 (1565-1630) is considered one of the Three Pillars 圣教三柱石 

in the development of Chinese Catholicism and a long-time partner of Matteo Ricci. For 

Li to be properly baptized, he arranged for his concubine to live in a separate residence 

and promised to never see her again. This anonymous concubine was neither embraced 

by her husband when she threatened to commit suicide, nor was she welcomed by the 

missionaries, whose actions led her to become a scandalized abandoned woman.104 In 

Tian Haihua’s article, a more tragic example is offered in the life of Wang Zheng 王徵 

(1571-1644), a patriotic scientist from the late Ming Dynasty. To become a baptized 

Catholic, Wang placed his concubine Madame Shen 申氏 into a separate mansion to 

avoid holding a de facto marriage. There is no evidence for whether Wang officially filed 

for divorce from Madame Shen, though she did continue to serve the Wang family even 

after being relocated to a distant living place. When the Manchurians took over China 

and established a new dynasty in 1644, despite being baptized as a Catholic, Wang 

committed suicide to prove his loyalty towards the former Ming court. In the end, it was 

Madame Shen who looked after Wang’s descendants following his death, and eventually 

committing suicide herself as a sign of devotion to her deceased husband.105  

 
103 Amsler, Jesuits and Matriarchs, 24. 
104 See Ricci and Trigault, China in the Sixteenth Century, 540. 
105 田 Tian, “明末天主教对中国传统道德观念的文化渗入 Acculturation of Catholicism to Chinese 
Traditional Morality in Late Ming,” 175. 
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 In addition to these women mentioned above who were rejected by the 

missionaries because their lifetyles were deemed incompatible with Catholicism, there 

were men who were not welcomed into the literati group, as well. Homoeroticism in late 

Ming China was not hidden from society, as seen in an early booklet of Chinese language 

study for the Ryukyu Kingdom 89+, Xue Guan Hua (Studying the Official Tongue) 学

官话.106 In one part, it presents a conversation that happened between two males; the first 

man says, “My dear brother, you really are so good-looking, and with such a romantic 

manner, I adore you so very much. 我的兄弟，你委实生的标致，果然风流，真个可

爱，想杀了我,” and the other man responds, “You really do have me in your heart? You 

truly do have me in your mind? Oh, you are full of it, you speak flossy words with false 

appreciation. You can fool the others but not me. 你果然有心想我？你实在有心想我？

你一嘴都是胡说，花言巧语假意儿，骗别个罢了，你来骗我.”107 This explicit 

conversation not only makes a contemporary reader blush, but it also makes one wonder 

how common homosexual relationships in Southern China may have been at the time, 

even meriting mention in material from a neighboring country like the Ryukyu Kingdom. 

In Xie Zhaozhe 谢肇淛’s (1567-1624) Wu Za Zu 五杂俎, an important source for 

contemporary scholars who wish to study the daily life of the Ming Dynasty, we see the 

 
106 Though not well-known in European historical scope, the Ryukyu Kingdom was an island nation located 
in the East China Sea between China and Japan. The history of this small country ran from its monarchic 
unification in 1429 to its annexation by Japan in 1879. Most of its area is now part of the Okinawa-ken in 
the south end of Japan. Its fortunate geographic location made it an important traffic hub between traders 
from China, Japan, the Korean Peninsula, and Indochina. On a famous bell remaining in Okinawa, Ryukyu 
is called the Bridge of Nations G<HI.    
107 Translations are mine. See Dániel Z. Kádár, Xue-Guanhua DJK : A Ryūkyūan Source of Language 
Education (Newcastle Upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publisher, 2011), 72-73. 
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use of “Nan Se 男色,” which can directly be understood as male beauty or the favoring of 

homoeroticism. As Xie mentioned, it was such a popular practice from the South to the 

North of the country and “all literati appreciated the trend 士大夫莫不尚之.”108  

In art we can find suggestive hints of homosexual relationships, as in Lanting Tu 

兰亭图 (Fig. 3-13-a and 3-13-b), work of Xu Guangzuo 许光祚 of Ming Dynasty, now 

in the collection of the Palace Museum. On this scroll, we can see two males figure 

located on the upper corner, one obviously senior than the other, drinking from each 

other’s hands as if they are married partners.109 The expansion of theatrical arts and the 

usurping of eunuchs in the court contributed to the increase of homoeroticism activities. 

Ricci foresaw a danger in the homoeroticism often found behind the stage of theatres; in 

a tone of prophecy, he concluded that the young male actors, who were “the vilest and 

most vicious people in the whole country,” were responsible for the nation’s despicable 

state.110 

 Once the Jesuits became familiar with the incompatibility of certain practices of 

Chinese Confucianists, though they may have seen them in Europe as well, we can 

understand why Ricci only briefly commented on these controversial issues. The Jesuits 

never devised insightful solutions for these issues, never finding a room to accommodate 

and convert these allegedly lost souls. In response to the practice of polygamy, women 

 
108 See Xie Zhaozhe’s Wu Za Zu 五杂俎. This quotation comes from the eighth scroll (卷八), the fourth 
part of Human 人部四. Some artistic record of homosexuality remains today, though unlike the depiction 
of heterosexuality, these images tend to be more discreet and inexplicit. See Yan Shao 邵彦, “明清同性恋
题材绘画初探——从两件中央美术学院藏画出发,” 美术研究 Art Research 4 (2012), 
https://www.cafamuseum.org/exhibit/newsdetail/2419. 
109 See 邵 Shao, “明清同性恋题材绘画初探”. 
110 Spence, The Memory Palace, 220. 
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who did not directly comply with Christian morality became disposable in the Jesuits’ 

view, even if these concubines were still part of the literati class.111 Women who were 

concubines in a literati’s household were not legally considered official civil partners, but 

they nonetheless had legal and moral constraints deriving from their responsibilities in 

certain daily household affairs. They occupied a different position in society from the 

conception of a European mistress, for Chinese concubines held titles as family members, 

and they might even hold the right to an inheritance after giving birth to a male child. 

Despite these limited privileges, concubines’ partnerships were not as protected as more 

formal marriages.112 Therefore, as far as modern scholars know, the Jesuits did not have a 

precedent in Europe for resolving this inherent conflict with polygamist practices, and 

their only way to address the situation seems to have been to partially erase the existence 

of concubines from the close circle of the missionaries or keep them at a distance. In 

regard to homoeroticism, it was not entirely ignored by missionaries, but once again, 

 
111 Other women, who possessed legal and proper titles in their families, remained desirable targets as 
patrons and converts for the Jesuit missionaries, for instance, Candida Xu (1607-80), as both Amsler and 
Weststeijn mentioned. However, attitudes started to change when the missionaries faced female members 
of the royalties. Though many missionaries despised the court eunuchs, German missionary Johann Adam 
Schall von Bell knew one converted eunuch called “Joseph,” who was obviously a helpful figure for him to 
communicate with potential females within the palace. Compared to ministries in the front court, these 
ladies from the inner court may held more influence on their husband, the Emperor. See Amsler, Jesuits 
and Matriarchs, 54-55; Erik Zürcher, “The Jesuit Mission in Fujian in Late Ming Times: Levels of 
Response,” in Development And Decline of Fukien Province in the Seventeenth And Eighteenth Centuries, 
ed. Eduard B Vermeer (Leiden: Brill, 1990), 422; Thijs Weststeijn, “‘Sinarum Gentes...Omnium 
Sollertissimae,’” in Reshaping the Boundaries, 20-21. 
112 陈宝良 Baoliang Chen, “正侧之别：明代家庭生活伦理中之妻妾关系 The Wife-Concubine 
Relationship in the Ming Dynasty,” 中国史研究 Journal of Chinese Historical Studies, no. 3 (2008), 
http://www.iqh.net.cn/info.asp?column_id=8128. See Criminal Law of Ming Dynasty 大明律集解附例, the 
sixth scroll 卷之六, chapter of Law of Household 户律, Law of Marriage 婚姻. 
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other than denouncing it, there seems to be no solid solution for addressing it by 

missionaries and Christian converts.113 

 Therefore, by putting on the garment of Daopao, as Trigault does in sitting for 

Rubens, we see Jesuits stepping into a core of Chinese society, weighed down with 

unfamiliar social anxieties, which were far heavier than layers of their elegant silk robes. 

The accuracy with which Rubens portrays Trigault’s costuming reminds us of the actual 

situation that missionaries must have faced in their day-to-day social circle, to exist and 

negotiate this terrain ‘in-between’ as European Christians and those occupying the shared 

circles of the esteemed literati [and court].114 These challenges call into question whether 

the Jesuits could truly ever find acceptance as insiders within the literati group. This 

question relates directly to the outcome of their decades-long cultural translation and 

localization policies. When Ricci’s writing was included in Cheng Dayue’s bonus album 

of Cheng Shi Mo Yuan, already cited in my earlier second case study, listed together with 

many other well-known literati from around the nation, it could be inferred that Ricci was 

fully considered as an accomplished literatus. On the other hand, was he really a 

respected literatus? Compared to Chinese locals who stepped into this privileged social 

class through the extremely competitive Keju exam or family lineage, the Jesuits 

 
113 Still, research on women and sexual minorities during the Jesuit missions in China has remained 
understudied, as David E. Mungello pointed out before. My discussion and conclusion are hugely benefited 
from the meaningful work of Nadine Amsler, but there will, and should, be more discussions over these 
aspects of the mission as the research grows. David E. Mungello, “Reinterpreting the History of 
Christianity in China,” The Historical Journal 55, no. 2 (2012): 533-552, esp. 551. 
114 Zürcher reminded us of the danger when the missionaries associated themselves with the wrong group. 
For example, as he mentioned, many converts were participants or supporters of the Donglin Movement 东
林党争, which was “a fact that seriously endangered the position of the mission.” See Erik Zürcher, “The 
Jesuit Mission in Fujian in Late Ming Times,” 421. 
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possessed neither criteria.115 Rubens’ accurate depiction of Trigault offers some insight 

into understanding the means it took to become an authentic literatus and whether it was 

compatible for a Christian to maintain both identities at once in lived practice. However, 

to step-up into a social class requires more than delicate fabrics and a well-grown 

beard.116 When examining Nicolas Trigault in his Chinese Daopao, meticulously 

rendered in this drawing, we also see a man with an unsolved identity crisis, trapped 

between being a Jesuit and a Confucianist. In the end, Ricci, as Trigault after him, 

attempted to use costume as a means of gaining access; however, because of irresolvable 

fundamental incompatibilities of certain cultural practices, belief systems and sexual 

mores, despite his best efforts he still remained an outsider. 

 In Europe, Rubens’ attention to accuracy in portraying Chinese culture did not 

spread far among his contemporaries and was limited to his own works. Chinese and 

other Far Eastern nations continued to be depicted largely through European artists’ 

imaginations. Rubens’ skill and choice to depict Trigault in his authentic Confucian 

clothing was so rare that another comparable example before his time cannot be found, 

and there are only two or three similar works following him. For instance, there are two 

other drawings made in 1617, one depicting an unknown Korean man at the Getty (Fig. 

3-14) which provides a frontal view of a Daopao and another piece of headwear; another 

showing Trigault, possibly by Anthony van Dyck while working in Rubens’ workshop 

 
115 According to Trigault, the missionaries “endeavor to acquire the academic degrees which are offered” in 
China, but very likely refused by local authorities for taking the exams. See Ricci and Trigault, China in the 
Sixteenth Century, 260. 
116 It is still worth noting, as a matter of fact, both Ricci and Trigault were qualified scholars and teachers in 
every aspects. For instance, Trigault was a teacher of rhetoric in Ghent for eight years. See Liam M. 
Brockey, Journey to the East: The Jesuit Mission to China, 1579-1724, 2009, 
https://public.ebookcentral.proquest.com/choice/publicfullrecord.aspx?p=3300366, 222. 
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(Fig. 3-15, the Morgan Library & Museum). Additionally, there is also a painted portrait 

of Álvaro Semedo (1585/6-1658) (Fig. 3-16, Private Collection), a Portuguese Jesuit 

missionary, not completed until thirty years after Rubens’ drawing. Although there are 

still many unsolved questions pertaining to the drawing of the Korean man and his 

identity, due to the limit of my topic and research, I shall defer to the expertise of 

Stephanie Schrader, who has already provided deeper insights into it.117  

 Despite these limited examples that strive for a sense of the documentary or 

authentically observed, in most art produced around the same time as Rubens’ drawing of 

Trigault, China was considered a distant and mysterious country, and the fantastical 

representations of this land turned it into a kind of imaginary Avalon for Europeans. In 

some images from Johann Theodor de Bry’s India Orientalis, Par II (Frankfurt, 1597-

1628) (Fig. 3-17) and Allain Manesson Mallet’s Description de l’Univers, Tome 2 (Paris, 

1683) (Fig. 3-18-a and 3-18-b), we see the opulence of the nation represented through 

extravagantly used textiles, daringly stacked brick pagodas, and educated people 

displaying proper etiquette. In other pictures from Adriano de las Cortes’ Viaje de la 

China (Manila, 1626-1629) (Fig. 3-19), Athanasius Kircher’s China 

Illustrata (Amsterdam, 1667), and Arnoldus Montanus’ Relation of Remarkable 

Passages in Two Embassies from the East-India Company (London, 1671) (Fig. 3-8-b), 

there are also representations of the violent and primitive side of the nation through the 

brutality of governing and ruling forces.118 A similar view of this remote imagined 

“China” can be seen in literature, as well. Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) once 

 
117 Stephanie Schrader, ed., Looking East: Rubens’s Encounter with Asia (Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty 
Museum, 2013), 1-20. 
118 Odell, “Clothing, Customs, and Mercantilism,” 152-153. 
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raised a famous philosophical question when discussing the impact of distance in 

morality, regarding whether one might feel the same amount of guilt when hitting a 

button in Paris that would kill a distant Chinese Mandarin.119 At the same time, 

Sinophiles like Issac Vossius (1618-89), Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716), and 

Voltaire (1694-1778) opted to consider China as a deistic and advanced nation.120  

 Through these images, we see “China” being translated and localized in Europe as 

a long-lost utopia with history and philosophy, but also a violent land where a tyrant uses 

physical abuse to protect his primitive realm. Beyond that, we see that Rubens’ drawing 

eventually became one small piece among the mass cultural translations of Chinese 

culture in Europe. Among these efforts in delivering an authentic China, the Jesuits were 

actual participants who went on-site to bring back information from their experiences. 

However, they did this without ever offering a solid solution for the pressing social and 

class issues that they stirred up. They ultimately fell into a diminishing struggle between 

“them” and “us,” which eventually jeopardized their mission with the outbreak of the 

Chinese Rite Controversy.121 The Controversy led to the semi-conclusion of the Jesuits’ 

grand plan to convert Chinese people, with the tensions rising between the papacy and 

the Qing court. With a lack of understanding by the authorities overseeing the Jesuit 

mission from afar, the real China carried by the missionaries’ messages and from their 

lived experiences of learning the local languages, social codes, and appropriate clothing 

 
119 Carlo Ginzburg, “Killing a Chinese Mandarin: The Moral Implications of Distance,” Critical Inquiry 21, 
no. 1 (1994): 46–60. 
120 Thijs Weststeijn, “Vossius’ Chinese Utopia,” in Isaac Vossius (1618-1689): Between Science and 
Scholarship, ed. Eric Jorink and Dirk Van Miert, Brill’s Studies in Intellectual History (Leiden: Brill, 
2012), 207–42. 
121 Joseph Shih S.J. offered a short but worthy discussion of their failure in offering solutions towards the 
issues in his preface of the French translation of Ricci’s de Christian, published in Paris, 1978. See 利 Ricci 
and 金 Trigault, 利玛窦中国札记, 669.  
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styles, was eventually distorted while crossing the physical borders between Asia and 

Europe. However, it may be worth asking how much the Western world was willing to 

compromise? Issues such as headcoverings, polygamy, and homoeroticism were 

controversial in China precisely because they were already resolved and suppressed with 

clear regulations (if not in actuality) in European ecclesiastical space. If none of these 

“sins” were permissible in Europe, then how could exceptions be made for Chinese 

followers and converts to Christianity? Obviously, the Jesuits missionaries failed to 

provide a persuasive argument to the Pope or to the Chinese literati in this regard, and an 

image of them dressing in local costume was hardly a response.  

 Rubens’ representation of Trigault in the Chinese garb of a literatus is one 

drawing amongst a staggering collection of seventeenth-century Dutch and Flemish art 

housed in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. It is a visual trace and reminder of the once 

adventurous exploration spearheaded by ambitious and educated Jesuits. In the end it 

seemed like a cobblestone thrown into the ocean, making a small splash, then falling to 

the deep.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

 The Jesuit mission did not end with Matteo Ricci and Nicolas Trigault. In later 

generations, we see Jesuits constantly improving their methods to adapt to the fast-

changing situation in China. Not long after our last case study, the nation was on its way 

to step into the last feudal dynasty in Chinese history, the Qing Dynasty. In this new 

period, the Manchurians took over the Han realm and started a new way of ruling. While 

the government was changing, from clothing to ideology, the Emperor’s literati were also 

evolving. As pseudo-members of this literati group, we see the Jesuits adapting the new 

Manchurian robes, even likely wearing their hair in long braids swinging in the back of 

their heads.122 Besides clothing, the language changed, as well; Manchurian language 

became a useful skill to have in the royal court for a missionary like Ferdinand Verbiest (

南怀仁, 1623-1688).123 Next, the diplomatic situation changed. It took some time for the 

royal court in Beijing to rebuild the relationship with its surrounding neighbors, Korea, 

Japan, and other neighbors in Indochina. Lastly, traveling changed, as loosened Sea Ban 

海禁 policies allowed more minor trading activities along the coast.124 It is worth 

mentioning that the missionaries were not the only ones adapting to the changes in events 

and customs. From China to Europe, merchants, sailors, soldiers, and pilgrims, the human 

 
122 Although we rarely see direct portraits showing missionaries and their hairstyles in the Qing court, there 
is no reason to doubt that they took up this localizing practice of shaving and braiding their hair.  
123 As the leading missionary who was active since the early days of the Qing Dynasty, Ferdinand Verbiest 
was also a recognized astronomer who took over Adam Schall von Bell’s position in Division of 
Astronomy 钦天监 in April, 1669. He mastered the Manchurian language in order to communicate with the 
emperor. See Thijs Weststeijn, “‘Sinarum Gentes...Omnium Sollertissimae,’” in Reshaping the Boundaries, 
20. 
124 刘军 Jun Liu, “明清时期‘闭关锁国’问题赘述,” 财经问题研究 Research on Financial and Economic 
Issues 11 (2012), http://www.cjwtyj.cn/index.php?m=content&c=index&a=show&catid=36&id=104. 
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tendency toward mobility and the making of new connections continued in the vast 

landscape between the border of China and Europe. However, with more information 

revealed about China to Europe and vice versa, more conflicts came up, too. The Chinese 

Rite Controversy started by the Mendicants’ condemnation of the Jesuits over the latter’s 

problematic teachings and indulgence in Confucianism in China. Eventually, after the 

Papal Legate, Charles-Thomas Maillard de Tournon 铎罗, announced the decree in 

forbidding Chinese Christians to perform rituals for ancesters in Nanjing, 1707; Emperor 

Kangxi’s responded with a solid refusal in Beijing: “those who do not follow Matteo 

Ricci’s rule [in allowing worshipping ancestors and Confucius] should all be expelled. 若

不遵利玛窦规矩，断不准在中国住，必逐回去。”125 

 Though the controversy happened much later, it shows us a split among Christian 

missionaries. In fact, there was never a time when Christian missionaries were all 

practicing the same methods or following the same guidelines in reaching their ultimate 

goal of evangelizing China. As George H. Dunne addressed in his Generation of Giants, 

there was a conflict among European missionaries themselves.126 On the one hand, these 

missionaries represented a unified Christian Europe, a common culture that shared the 

same values. On the other hand, they were also individuals trained in different places who 

spoke different European languages. The structure of the missionary community was both 

loose and tight at the same time, because of their intercultural differences, even while 

 
125 欧阳哲生 Zhesheng Ouyang, “文明的冲突与权力的博弈--以教廷多罗使华的中国‘礼仪之争’为中心
,” 北京行政学院学报 Journal of Beijing Administrative College, no. 6 (2015): 111–19, 
https://doi.org/10.16365/j.cnki.11-4054/d.2015.06.017. 
126 George H. Dunne, Generation of Giants: The Story of the Jesuits in China in the Last Decades of the 
Ming Dynasty (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1962). 
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they were striving for the same goal. Similar to western Europe’s generation of great 

explorers back home, most missionaries were “eager, curious, acquisitive. China was a 

stranger to this spirit,” as Dunne has written.127 

 In the meantime, prints and maps, with their inaccurate portrayal of China 

strengthened the misunderstanding of this country. Through writers’ and travelers’ stories 

about this mysterious nation in the Far East, we see one China that existed in the 

geographic description, while another version, or versions, of an imagined China co-

existed in the minds of kings and merchants who had varying degrees of direct or indirect 

knowledge of the people, the land, and its history. Similar to what Song Gang and 

Nikolay Samoylov observed in Russia, those imagined images and literatures on China 

“did not represent China as it was but as what they expected it to be – a romatic utopia at 

one time yet a stagnant autocracy at another.”128 Jesuit missionaries tried to reveal what 

they perceived to be the true China, with its own local and regional nuances, by sending 

out the most updated information and practicing different methods that suited the local 

needs. It was a bigger and more complex issue than a small group of missionaries could 

handle; after all, inside and outside of China, Europeans were looking at two versions of 

China, one created and one observed. 

 Some scholars may consider Matteo Ricci the one individual to blame for the 

Jesuits’ failure. In truth, he seemingly manipulated the Bible stories for certain reasons; 

he encouraged the use of Chinese music and images; he participated in civil activities 

while communicating with Chinese authorities.129 It is not a surprise that Rome decided 

 
127 Ibid., 11. 
128 Song, Reshaping the Boundaries, 4. 
129 Spence, The Memory Palace, 260-261. 
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to review his career carefully and found more errant “mistakes,” which may be why he 

was never canonized. As for Nicolas Trigault, Liam M. Brockey has suspected that his 

mysterious death in Hangzhou could have been a suicide; what does this possibility add 

to our evaluation of their mission?130 

 This paper only captures a limited portion of the history of the Jesuits’ tireless 

efforts to cultivate Christianity in China. Still, examining this short period seems to 

provide enough information to understand the initial motives and methods used in this 

mission and enough background to comprehend why I consider the result a failure. 

Nevertheless, as I mentioned at the beginning of this paper, I do not consider the Jesuits’ 

campaign totally ill-conceived. After all, their failure brought researchers like me to 

reexamine their efforts. Through the three case studies which I present, I aim to show that 

the Jesuits used a localizing way to create a suitable environment for Christianity to grow 

as a local religion. However, the backlash from these methods caused the missionaries to 

face the choice between “them” versus “us,” and the result was that they never infiltrated 

the core of Chinese culture fully. Unlike Buddhism, which was also initially a foreign 

religion to China, Christianity could not sacrifice enough of its Europeanism to embrace 

the native Chinese audience, as leaders in both Rome and Beijing could not find common 

ground.131 

 
130 Logan and Brockey, "Nicolas Trigault, SJ,” 161. 
131 How exactly the leaders in Rome tolerated the Jesuits’ practice over art in China is another direction 
which is worthy of studying. In Goa, followers of Hinduism and Islam were forbidden to paint Christian-
related images for the Jesuits. However, Benay has mentioned that it is completely another story for Goa’s 
Thomas Christian artworks. On the other hand, artists who participated in translating artworks for the 
Jesuits in China likely participated in making Buddhist artworks, as well. See Benay, “The Cross and the 
Lotus Flowers,” 282; Spence, The Memory Palace, 171. 
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 However, this ‘in-betweenness’ of the three case studies fascinates us as an 

excellent example of how Europe and China started to recommunicate with each other 

after Pax Mongolica. The impact of this communication has continuously grown into our 

contemporary world, as well. For instance, Matteo Ricci remains an important figure in 

Chinese history; his contributions to translating mathematics and using Latin letters for 

Chinese pronunciation continues to affect the daily lives of Chinese people. In Europe, 

the missionaries and Chinese travellers brought works of literature and objects from 

China; their style stirred up the art world, as we see the appeal of Chinoiserie in Rococo 

art and Chinese folklore in Puccini’s Turandot. 

 If Christianity had been given more time to grow in China, would Matteo Ricci’s 

method have been successful? David D. Mugello has argued that Chinese Buddhism had 

more time for the localization process to be fully developed.132 In my opinion, the 

physical boundary between the two continents plays a significant part in the Jesuits’ 

failure. The long distance created a vacuum that is evident through objects presented in 

my case studies: as we have seen from the first case study on Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng, 

the image about the Ascension of Mary was translated at least two to three times before 

the result we see in China. Therefore, there are always some untranslatable or 

misconstrued qualities that existed in these arts due to their migration through multiple 

cultures. In addition, we should not forget that Ricci was not an attendee of the Council 

of Trent. If he had been, his method of localization and translation might have looked 

entirely different. How long would it have taken him to receive the latest instruction from 

his superiors in Rome? How did these delayed instructions from Rome play out in his 

 
132 Mungello, “Reinterpreting the History of Christianity in China,” 538. 
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instruction for his fellow Jesuits in China? Those are questions that are still worth 

researching. Through my case studies, the delayed and desynchronized communication 

between China and Europe led the Jesuits to become builders of a kind of Tower of Babel 

in a romantic way. As of 2022, nearly 440 years after Ricci’s arrival in Macau, the 

desynchronization and misunderstanding between the two cultures still exists; the Vatican 

and the Beijing government have not yet come up with a proper solution towards 

spreading the Gospel in China. 

What should we hope for beyond these case studies in art history? It is essential to 

know that China’s absence in a tightly connected western-leading Christendom was 

undoubtedly a result of many historical factors that may not entirely relate to the Jesuit 

missionaries. After all, the Jesuit goal was to evangelize Ming China, not the China of 

today. Setting out my argument of this particular ‘failure’ may help us understand how 

other efforts succeeded; for instance, a similar group of images caused an impact in Latin 

America, as mentioned by scholars like Jean Michel Massing, Walter Melion, and most 

recently, Aaron Hyman.133 In addition, this study has encouraged me to examine current 

related issues, as well. Ironically, the evangelizing seeds planted by the European 

missionaries took firmest root in a place that we all seem to forget between China and 

Japan: today’s South Korea.134 The striking trend of evangelization in South Korea led 

this country to become the most Christianized country in East Asia. As the nation that 

 
133 Massing, “Jerome Nadal’s ‘Evangelicae Historiae Imagines’”; Walter S. Melion, “Memory, Place, and 
Mission in Hieronymus Natalis’ Evangelicae Historiae Imagines,” in Memory & Oblivion: Proceedings of 
the XXIXth International Congress of the History of Art, Held in Amsterdam, 1-7 September 1996, ed. 
Adriaan Wessel Reinink and Jeroen Stumpel (Boston: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1999), 603–8; Aaron 
M. Hyman, Rubens in Repeat: The Logic of the Copy in Colonial Latin America (Los Angeles: Getty 
Research Institute, 2021). 
134 Let us not forget that the Jesuits once had much control over Nagasaki for years at the end of the 
sixteenth century. See Spence, The Memory Palace, 175. 
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received the least attention from Rome during the sixteenth century, but with Korean 

labels and translators being offered in Rome and Assisi today, the development of 

Christianity in Korea urges us to ask the same question raised by George H. Dunne, 

“What Happened to the Chinese Liturgy?” His question not only applies to Matteo 

Ricci’s time, but is also applicable for today.  

As a matter of fact, the Metropolitan Museum of Art still identifies Trigault’s 

headpiece from the Rubens drawing as “Korean.” This “misunderstanding” might come 

from another drawing from Rubens’ workshop mentioned earlier (Fig. 3-14), which is 

often considered depicting a Korean missionary who traveled alongside Trigault during 

his trip back to Rome. However, there is also a conflicting sentence recorded in Ricci and 

Trigault’s book: “As long as I have been here, I have never seen a Korean in China, save 

one woman, a liberated slave…”135 This should alert art historians today to pay close 

attention to reviewing our language when studying intercultural objects. We do see 

Korean literati wear Sifang Pinding Jin in Korean arts (Fig. 4-1), but does it make the 

headpiece Korean? Could we look at Ming China and Joseon Korea the same way as 

Europeans looking at the Holy Roman Empire and the Grand Duchy of Tuscany? By 

offering this headpiece as a national hashtag in the modern world, we risk ignoring the 

close ties between Ming China and Joseon Korea from the perspectives of geography, 

culture, ethinicity, language, and ideology.  

As a scholar with a living experience of twenty years in China while academically 

trained in the United States, it is vital for me to keep asking the same question Matteo 

Ricci was trying to answer, “what is China”? A city, a utopia, a kingdom, a trading post, 

 
135 See Ricci and Trigault, China in the Sixteenth Century, 58. 
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or a vast country simply different from Europe consisting of multiple cultures and 

ethnicities? In this article, I tried to include the views of authors from diverse 

backgrounds and disciplines to touch on this question. In Jonathan D. Spence’s writing, 

we connected this larger issue of Ming China and Jesuit missions from an historian’s 

point of view; we also have Craig Clunas talking about it from the art historical 

perspective; Nadine Amsler from the feminist and sociological view; and Dunne 

concerned with the religious aspects.136 When the Jesuit missionary Benedetto de Góis 

(1562-1607) spent his adventurous life attempting to define whether there was another 

Cathay besides China, it is only imaginable for us to consider whether Ricci and Trigault 

had already struggled to answer my question.137  

Due to my own positionality within the field of art history, I do not aim to create 

an exhaustive picture of the entirety of Jesuit activities in late Ming China. Still, my 

studies offer a new perspective on how we might reconsider the ‘failures’ of Jesuits in 

their mission through practices of cultural translation and localization. That is not to say 

we should not dare to imagine what might have happened in the past, but rather to assert 

that there was nonetheless a productive aspect to translation processes on both sides of 

the exchange. When we see the translated products from case studies in this paper, we 

can see how works of art and visual culture take on a new life to survive over the 

centuries after they were initially produced and used, even without the restraints of 

geographic environment and religious context, which I believe is the most critical 

contribution that the Jesuits made.  

 
136 Spence, The Memory Palace; Craig Clunas, Chinese Painting and Its Audiences; Amsler, Jesuits and 
Matriarchs; Dunne, Generation of Giants. 
137 Spence, The Memory Palace, 125-126. 
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APPENDIX A 

CORRESPONDING IMAGES NUMBERED FROM SONG NIAN ZHU GUI 

CHENG AND EVANGELICAE HISTORIAE IMAGINES 

Song Nian Zhu Gui 
Cheng 

Image Number 
from Song 

Accordant Image in 
Evangelicae Historiae 

Imagines 

Image Number 
from Imagines 

The Annunciation S1 The Annunciation E1 

The Visitation S2 On the Day of the 
Visitation 

E2 

The Nativity S3 On the Night of the 
Lord’s Birth: The 
Nativity of Christ 

E3 

The Presentation of 
Christ at the Temple 

S4 The Purification E8 

The Finding of 
Jesus at the Temple 

S5 Jesus argues with the 
teachers 

E9 

The Agony in the 
Garden 

S6 The Agony in the 
Garden 

E107 

The Scourging at 
the Pillar 

S7 Christ is Scourged E121 

The Crowning with 
Thorns 

S8 Jesus is Crowned with 
Thorns 

E122 

The Carrying of the 
Cross 

S9 Jesus is Led outside the 
Gate to Mount Calvary 

E125 

The Crucifixion and 
Death of Our Lord 

S10 Events after the Raising 
of the Cross, before He 

Hands over the 
Sprite/Handing over His 

Spirit 

E129/130 

The Resurrection S11 The Glorious 
Resurrection of Christ 

E134 

The Ascension S12 The Ascension of Christ 
into Heaven 

E148 
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Song Nian Zhu Gui 

Cheng 
Image Number 

from Song 
Accordant Image in 

Evangelicae Historiae 
Imagines 

Image Number 
from Imagines 

The Descent of the 
Holy Spirit  

S13 The Holy Day of 
Pentecost 

E149 

The Assumption of 
Mary 

S14 The Death of the Mother 
of the God/The Virgin 

Mother is Raised by Her 
Son 

E150/E152 

The Coronation of 
Mary 

S15 Mary is Assumed into 
Heaven and Crowned by 

the Most Holy Trinity 

E153* 

 

*As discussed in the first case study, I believe the Chinese translation of S15 was likely based on the 

Japanese prototype rather than a Nadal’s print. 
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APPENDIX B 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 1-1 S10 The Crucifixion and Death of our Lord, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng 诵念珠

规程, c. 1620, Bibliotheque Nationale de France (Chinois 7382) 
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Fig. 1-2 E129 Jerome Nadal, Events after the Raising of the Cross, before He Hands over 

the Sprite, Evangelicae Historiae Imagines, 1595 
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Fig. 1-3 E130 Nadal, Handing over His Spirit, Evangelicae Historiae Imagines, 1595 
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Fig. 1-4 S14 The Assumption of Mary, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng, c. 1620 
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Fig. 1-5 E150 Nadal, The Death of the Mother of the God, Evangelicae Historiae 
Imagines, 1595 
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Fig. 1-6 E152 Nadal, The Virgin Mother is Raised by Her Son, Evangelicae Historiae 
Imagines, 1595 
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Fig. 1-7 S1 The Annunciation, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng, c. 1620 
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Fig. 1-8 E1 Nadal, The Annunciation, Evangelicae Historiae Imagines, 1595 
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Fig. 1-9 S12 The Ascension, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng, c. 1620 
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Fig. 1-10 S11 The Resurrection, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng, c. 1620 
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Fig. 1-11 Zhu Rifeng 朱日丰, Image from the First Chapter in Taishang Ganying Pian 
Tushuo 太上感应篇图说 篇首, 1754 清乾隆十九年, Zhenghe Tang Plate 政和堂藏板 

(貴‐7‐10/DIG-TKGL-38), Library of Tokyo University of the Arts 東京藝術大学附属図

書館 
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Fig. 1-12 2008 Beijing Olympic Torch, https://www.icollector.com/Beijing-2008-
Summer-Olympics-Torch-with-Original-Box_i27418817 
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Fig. 1-13 S6 The Agony in the Garden, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng, c. 1620 
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Fig. 1-14 E107 Nadal, the Agony in the Garden, Evangelicae Historiae Imagines, 1595 
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Fig. 1-15 S15 The Coronation of Mary, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng, c. 1620 
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Fig. 1-16 Fifteen Mysteries of the Virgin Mary マリア十五玄義図, the Kyoto University 

Museum 京都大学総合博物館 
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Fig. 1-17 S4 The Presentation of Christ at the Temple, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng, c. 
1620 
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Fig. 1-18 E8 Nadal, the Purification, Evangelicae Historiae Imagines, 1595 
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Fig. 1-19 S5 The Finding of Jesus at the Temple, Song Nian Zhu Gui Cheng, c. 1620 
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Fig. 1-20 E9 Nadal, Jesus Argues with the Teachers, Evangelicae Historiae Imagines, 
1595 
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Fig. 1-21 Raphael, The Healing of the Lame Man (Acts 3: 1-8), c. 1515-16, Victoria and 

Albert Museum, ROYAL LOANS.4 
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Fig. 1-22 Raphael, The Conversion of the Proconsul also known as The Blinding of 
Elymas (Acts 13: 6-12), c. 1515-16, Victoria and Albert Museum, ROYAL LOANS.8  
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Fig. 1-23 Xi'an Stele 大秦景教流行中国碑, erected in Feb. 4th 781, Xi’an Beilin 
Museum 西安碑林博物馆 
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Fig. 1-24 The Nestorian Tombstone, erected in 1317, discovered in Yangzhou, 1981 
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Fig. 2-1 Cheng Dayue 程大约, Image of “You Walk with Belief, You Sink with 
Doubt 信而步海，疑而即沉” with Matteo Ricci’s Chinese text and Latin notation, 
Cheng Shi Mo Yuan 程氏墨苑, c. 1610, Zilan Tang Plate 滋兰堂, Library of Tokyo 
University of the Arts 東京藝術大学附属図書館 (貴‐16‐24‐1-24/DIG-TKGL-178) 
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Fig. 2-2 Cheng 程, Image of “Two Disciples Found the Truth, He Vanished into Space 
(Kong Xu) at Once 二徒闻实，即舍空虚” with Matteo Ricci’s Chinese text and Latin 

notation, Cheng Shi Mo Yuan, c. 1610  
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Fig. 2-3 Cheng 程, Image of “Fast Fire from the Sky for Those Who Drown in Lust and 

Bawdry 淫色秽气，自速天火” with Matteo Ricci’s Chinese text and Latin notation, 
Cheng Shi Mo Yuan, c. 1610 
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Fig. 2-4 Cheng 程, Image of “the Lord of Heaven 天主,” Cheng Shi Mo Yuan, c. 1610 
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Fig. 2-5 Cheng Dayue 程大约, Matteo Ricci’s commentary essay from the bonus album, 
Cheng Shi Mo Yuan 程氏墨苑- Ren Wen Jue Li 人文爵里, c. 1610, Zilan Tang Plate 滋
兰堂, Library of Tokyo University of the Arts 東京藝術大学附属図書館 (貴‐16‐24‐1-

24/DIG-TKGL-178) 
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Fig. 2-6 After Maerten de Vos, Christ Appearing to St. Peter [John 21:1-8], Engraved by 

Antonius Wierix, II, ca. 1584, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 53.601.18(43) 
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Fig. 2-7 After de Vos, Christ on the way to Emmaus [Mark 16:12], Engraved by 
Antonius Wierix, II, ca. 1584, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 53.601.18(44) 
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Fig. 2-8 Cheng 程, Table of contents of the Chapter Zihuang 缁黄, Cheng Shi Mo Yuan, 

c. 1610 
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Fig. 2-9 Raphael, The Miraculous Draught of Fishes (Luke 5: 1-11), c. 1515-16, Victoria 

and Albert Museum, ROYAL LOANS.4  
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Fig. 2-10 Cheng 程, Detailed image of “Two Disciples Found the Truth, He Vanished 
into Space (Kong Xu) at Once 二徒闻实，即舍空虚,” Cheng Shi Mo Yuan, c. 1610 
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Fig. 2-11 Bronze Sculpture of Guanyin with Creel 铜鱼篮观音像, 1545 明嘉靖二十四

年, the Palace Museum (Beijing) 故宫博物院 
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Fig. 2-12 Zhao Mengfu !"頫, Scroll of Guanyin with Creel from the Yuan Dynasty #
!"頫$%&'()*, Yuan Dynasty, National Palace Museum (Taipei) +,-./0

1, -2 00021800000  
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Fig. 2-13 Maria Kannon, found hidden inside an Amida Statue, c. 1714 (Edo-period), 
Kawaguchi City, Saitama Prefecture 
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Fig. 2-14 Dehua Kiln Sculpture of Guanyin, Nagasaki Oura Church/Christian Museum 大

浦天主堂 
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Fig. 2-15 Virgen de La Antigua, the Seville Cathedral, Spain 
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Fig. 2-16 Cheng 程, Detailed image of “the Lord of Heaven 天主,” Cheng Shi Mo Yuan, 

c. 1610 
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Fig. 2-17 Holy Mother Stepping on the Dragon Head 圣母踏龙头, 1608-1640, the 
remaining façade of the St. Paul’s Cathedral (Ruínas de São Paulo 大三巴牌坊), Macau 
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Fig. 2-18 Madonna and Child Scroll, the Field Museum 
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Fig. 2-19 Luke the Evangelist, Salus Populi Romani, arrived in Rome in 590, Basilica of 

Saint Mary Major, Rome 
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Fig. 2-20 Gravestone of Katarina Vilioni, erected in 1342, rediscovered at Yangzhou in 
1951 
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Fig. 3-1, Peter Paul Rubens, Portrait of Nicolas Trigault in Chinese Costume, 1617, the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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Fig. 3-2, Rubens, Upper details of the portrait of Nicolas Trigault in Chinese Costume, 
1617 
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Fig. 3-3, Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Martyrdom of the Franciscans, 1330, Basilica of San 
Francesco, Siena 
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Fig. 3-4, Lorenzetti, depiction of a “mogolian” in the Martyrdom of the Franciscans as 
identified by Lauren Arnold, 1330 
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Fig. 3-5, Andrea Mantegna, Adoration of the Magi, 1595-1505, the J. Paul Getty 
Museum 
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Fig. 3-6, Cao Yan 曹彦, Portrait of Huang Daozhou 黄道周, 1640, Private Collection 
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Fig. 3-7, Pieter Boudewyn van der Aa, La galerie agreable du monde, Leiden, 1729 
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Fig. 3-8-a, Arnoldus Montanus, Relation of Remarkable Passages in Two Embassies from 

the East-India Company, London, 1671 
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Fig. 3-8-b, Montanus, Relation of Remarkable Passages in Two Embassies from the East-

India Company, London, 1671 
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Fig. 3-9-a Green voile Daopao with golden embroidery of motifs in dragon and flower, 
Front 茶色织金蟒妆花纱道袍 正, Ming Dynasty, Shandong Museum 山东博物馆 
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Fig. 3-9-b Green voile Daopao with golden embroidery of motifs in dragon and flower, 
Back 茶色织金蟒妆花纱道袍 反, Ming Dynasty, Shandong Museum 山东博物馆 
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Fig. 3-10, Portrait of Wen Zhengming 文徵明像, 1634, Private Collection 
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Fig. 3-11, Athanasius Kircher, Matteo Ricci and Xu Guangqi, China Illustrata, 
Amsterdam, 1667 
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Fig. 3-12, Tang Yin 唐寅, Court Ladies of the Former Shu 王蜀宫妓图, Ming Dynasty, 

the Palace Museum (Beijing) 故宫博物院 
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Fig. 3-13-a, Xu Guangzuo 许光祚, Lanting Tu 兰亭图, Ming Dynasty, the Palace 
Museum (Beijing) 故宫博物院 
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Fig. 3-13-b, Xu 许, Upper detail of two men engaging in homosexual activities in Lanting 

Tu, Ming Dynasty, the Palace Museum (Beijing) 
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Fig. 3-14, Peter Paul Rubens, Man in Korean Costume, c.1617, the J. Paul Getty Museum 
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Fig. 3-15, Anthony van Dyck, The Jesuit Nicolas Trigault in Chinese Costume, 1617, The 

Morgan Library & Museum 
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Fig. 3-16, Massimo Stanzione, Portrait of Alvaro Semedo, 1641, Private Collection 
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Fig. 3-17, Johann Theodor de Bry, Chinese Clothing, pl. 23, from India Orientalis Pars 

II, 1599 
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Fig. 3-18-a, Allain Manesson Mallet, Figure XV Palais de Peking, Description de 
l’Univers Tome 2, 1683 
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Fig. 3-18-b, Mallet, Figure XVII Tovr de Porcelaine, Description de l’Univers Tome 2, 
1683 
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Fig. 3-19, Adriano de las Cortes, Viaje de la China, 1626-1629, The Hispanic Society of 

America 
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Fig. 4-1, Jang Gyeong-ju 345, Portrait of Yun Jeung 67, 1744, Chungnam Institute 

of History and Culture, South Korea 


